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Tuition increase to cover infirmary budget
By KAREN PENNEY
·Starting next fall semester
an $18 fee will be included in
every
student's
tuition
charges to cover the cost of
infinnary services. UMR is
converting the infirmary
from a service funded by the
general operaiing budget to
one that is self-sufficient.
The infirmary handles
20,327 student visits a year
and 298 in-patient days.
Even with this sizable
amolint the . quality of service will remain the same,
and no additional charge
above the $18 will be added
per visit.
The reason that students
are now paying for' the infirmary is because of a
decision by the University of
Missouri to increase the

salary levels of professors
and
employees.
The
University of Missouri is last
or next to last in all of the Big
8 or Big 10 schools in the
amount of compensation
(salaries) for professors. As
an incentive for good'
teachers to stay and better
ones
to
consider
the
University of Missouri, the
central administration has
set a deadline of June 1984 in
which to reach the average
salary level of the Big 8 and
Big 10 schools.
As a result of the decision
UMR must find or reallocate
a little over 3 million dollars
above the rate of inflation, in
the next three years.
One place the school is not
receiving adequate funds is
from the state. Seventy
percent of UMR's budget ls

state money and 30 percent
is student fees, alumni
donations and other sources.
In the past two years the
state has not significantly
increased funding to support
the increase in the budget.
This year more than
$300,000 had to be allocated
for salary increases. Instead
of drumming up new funds,
two-thirds
of
it,
aIr
proximately $220,000, was
reallocated from the infirmary. The $18 each
student will pay will, with
next
fall's
projected
enrollment,
will
raise
$249,000.
Some other services will
be cut also. A few positions
were eliminated and some
employees were cut back to
a nine month working year
from a 12 month one. The

finalization on academic
eliminations is later this
year.
Mr. Joe Wollard, of Administrative Services, said
that the change in infirmary
policy is long overdue.
Almost
all
universities

utilize self-supporting health
care and many have m!1ch
higher fees than $18. This
action should have been
taken a long time ago to help
the tight budget situation.
He also said that with the

reallocation of funds and
elimination
of
some
positions and services (not
health care though), UMR
might be smaller but it
would be better and try
harder to please.
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$18 tuition

Infirmary.

increase will cover operating expenses for the UMR
.

UMR alumnus to lecture for

Founders Day
SOURCE: OPI

Cerebral Palsy
School. The guys in green donated several dozen sweatshirts and T-shirts
to the students.

Funds for cupola not out of
students' 'p ockets

Williams
holds
degrees from UMR (then the
University
of
Missouri
School of Mines
and
Metallurgy), a B.S. in
metallurgical engineering,
1931, and a B.S. in civil
engineering, 1935. He also
holds an M.S. in engineering
mechanics
from
. the
University of Wisconsin.

Rex Z. Williams, Rolla
businessman who will speak
at
the
University
of
Missouri-Rolla's
annual
Founders Day program
March 6, has a unique
vantage point for his 0bservations of the University
- more than a half century
of close association.
Williams is an alumnus
and former faculty member
and administrator at UMR,
and, since 1975, he has been a

I

He joined the UMR faculty
in 1931 as an instructor in
mechanics, and ' became
professor of mechanics and
chairman of the department
of mechanics. He was
assoCiate dean of the faculty
(at that time the number two
administrative position on
campus) when he resigned
in 1952 to become executive
vice president of the Rolla

In
community
organizations, Williams bas
served on the Rolla Board of
Aldermen; on the Board of
TruStees for Phelps County
Regional Medical Center; as
president and member of the
board of .directors of the

Rolla Area Chamber of
Commerce; as a director of
the Rolla Police Board, and
as a commissioner of the
Rolla Housing AuthOrity. He
is a past president of the
Rolla Rotary Club and a past
district governor of Rotary
International.

services.
Mr. Wollard said that member of the Universty of
The
Founders
Day
The renovation of the
when plans for renovating Missouri Board of Curators.
program will begin with a
the Rolla Building were For nine years he served as
The funds for the cupola on Rolla Building will cost over
luncheon at 12: 15 p. m. in
top of the Rolla Building $100,000 and, since the Board
drawn up several years ago treasurer of UMR, and for
Centennial Hall, University
came from both a state fund of Curators must approve
the 'c ampus administration the past 16 years, he was a
Center-East. Tickets are $5
for preservation of historic expenditures over $100,000,
felt that the cupola was a director of the MSM/UMR
and reservations should be
buildings and campus funds has the approval of the
missing part of the building. Alumni Association. He will
made by March 1 by calling
that are set aside every year board. However, since the
Since the building was being discuss the University as he
renovated and state funds
has seen it at a luncheon State Bank. He became the UMR Development
for upkeep of buildings, cupola cost $14,553 the UMR
administration
would pay part of the fee it commemorating the 112th . president of the bank in 1960 Office, 341-4172. The public is
according to Joseph D. campus
Wollard, UMR executive made the decision to purwas decided to replace this
anniversary of the founding and chairman of the board in inviteG.
__ . .~~~~~~~~
~____~~~~________________________________
-=m.. . . .
1975.
director of administrative chase it. ____________
missing
part of the building.
of UMR.
By GREG RINKER
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Editor's Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p.m. and
we will list it in the Activities Section of the
paper. No articles submitted will be printed
unless written in complete sentences with proper
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the
Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
'lbe MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

TnU ___AY

AIM
1be AmerIcan Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics will meet
at 7: 00 p. m., Thursday, March 4, In G-5 Humanities and SocIal
Sciences bulldlng. 1be speaker will be Mr. Phlneas Woods of Martin
MarIetta presenting "1be QuIllange of Aerospace Engineering." Tshirt orders will be taken and refreshments served.

MSM CLlMBINGCLUB
Coine on out and enjoy the spring weather. 1be MSM ClImbing Club
holds outings every weekend. If you don't know how, we'll show you.
Meetings are every 1bursday at 6:30 p.m., room 305 Norwood Hall,
next to the U. Center.
IX
1bere will be a meeting of the Intercollegiate KnIghts Thursday,
March 4. 1be meeting will be In the Mark Twain Room at 7:00. Paging
will be held. All Pages and Actives please attend

SWE
1be SocIety of Women EngIneers will be having a meeting Thursday, March 4, at 6: 15 p.m. Please note: 1be meeting place has been
changed to room lOS, EE. 1be gUest speaker will be Sheree Chan
from lliM. Nominations for 1982-83 officers will be taken, and refreshments will be served.
M<!LUB
M-Club will meet tonight, Thursday, March 4, at 7:00 p.m., In room
121 of the ME Bullding. PossIble topics of discussion Include the
removal of the "M" from the smoke stacks and possible Investigation
of the mysterious incident.

WARGAMERS~TIONOFROLLA

There will be a meeting of the Wargamers Association of Rolla,
Thursday, March 4, at 7:00 In room 206 M-Cs. Anyone with an Interest
in Wargames or D & D Is invited to attend.

rlillaAY
PROFESSOR TO LECTURE
Professor Michel Fabre, Director of Afro-American Studies at the
Unlverslte de Paris III, Sorbonne Nouvelle, will lecture on Richard
Wright, author of Uncle Tom's ChIldren and Native Son. The date Is
Friday, March 5, at3:3Op.m.InG-5 H-s.'>.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CLUB
A slide show will be presented by Jose Cuzmar on •'TIle RuIns of the
Inca CivUlzatlon," on Friday, March 5, In G-5 H-s.'> bulldlng at 7:00
p.m. All are welcome. Refreshments will be served.
INTERVARSITY CHRISl'IAN FELLOWSIUP
The Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will be holding Its weekly
meeting on Friday, MaI-ch 5, at 7:00 p.m. In the MIssourI Room of the
Student Union, Gene Grate will be presenting a program on
evangelism. Everyone Is invited.
SUB
SUB SocIal Commitiee proudly presents Arne Brav In concert In
Centennial Hall at 8:00 p.m. Soda and popcorn will be sold for 10 cents

each.

Don't be a Shmuck! L' Hayyim,
UMR's Jewish Organization, will have a meeting on Monday,
March 8, from 7:00 p.mA!:oo p.m., at the Mark Twain Room in the
University Center, there will be a general meeting. Memberships will
be taken. Be sure to be there!

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Your campus representative organization, the Councu of Graduate
Students needs your help. In order that you may learn of the duties
and organization of the CGS, a meeting will be held Tuesday, March 9
In the Maramec Room of the University Center-East. 1be meeting
will begin at 7 p.m. All graduate students are urged to attend.
SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS
The Society of Physics Students will hold a general business
meeting on Tuesday, March 9, at 6:00 p.m., In room 130 of the Physics
bulldlng. Dr. R. Alexander and R. Panl will speak on "Grad S<;hool:
What it's all about." Refreshments will be served. Everyone Is

welcome.

MISSOURI MINER

The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the
students of the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is
published weekly at Rolla, Missouri . The Missouri Miner
features activities of the students and faculty of UMR.
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Chris Noonan 364-9792
Business Manager
John Luth
364-9792
Managing Editor
Mary Ford
. 341-3969
Faculty Advisor
Curtis Adams 341-4825
Advertising Director Marvis Ridgely 341-4312
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Tom Hart.
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publication in the Miner must be in by 9:00 p .m . o n
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HANG GLIDING
There will be an organizational meeting for a Hang Gliding Club on
Wednesday, March 10. Anyone Interested In the sport should attend.
7: 30 In room 304 of Norwood Hall or call 341-3841.

sw
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office
MAY GRADUATES
. May Graduates - If you will be completing requirements for a
degree at the end of the Spring semester, you should make application
for that degree by going to the RegIstrar's OffIce at your earliest
convenience. 1be Registrar's OffIce will not be able to Include you
with other students finishing undergraduate and graduate degrees on
May 16 unless you make application with Lauren Peterson.
ENGINEERING IN TRAINING EXAMINATION
If you are a student graduating from an accredited engIneerIog
curriculum In spring, summer or fall, 1982, you are eligible to apply
for enrollment as an EngIneer In Training. 1be examination will be
given on Saturday, April 17, 1982, from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.OL at the
University of MIssourI-Rolla
Applications for. enrollment are available In the Civil EngIneerlqg
bulldlng, room 111. 1be application must be completed and mailed,
along with a check for $20.00, directly to:
MIssourI Board for ArchItects,
Professional EngIneers and Land Surveyors
P.O. Box 184
Jefferson City, MO 65102
1be deadline for applications Is March 4, 1982.
Names and room assignments for the test will be posted outside
room 111 In the Civil EngIneerIog bulldlng the day before the test.
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REVIEWSESSrONSroREtT
Help sessions will be held on the following dates: from 7:00-10:00
p.m. March 23,25,30 and April 1, 13, 14 and 15.
BLUE KEY
Blue Key National Honor Fraternity asks that nominations for the
MIner of the Month awards for January and February be turned In by
March 9. Please leave the applications at the candy COW\ter In the
Unlv. E. Bookstore. Help your fellow students by recognizing tbo6e
that have done something special for UMR. •
APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPfED
The Student FInancial Aids OffIce will start accepting Guaranteed
Student Loan Applications for the Summer 1982 semester after
March, 15th. Prompt response to this announcement will result In
your GuaranteedStudent Loan application being processed sooner.
STUDENT COUNCIL EVALUATIONS
1be Student CouncU Teacher Evaluations will be held on the week of
March 8 through the 12. 1bey will be handled by each individual
teacher. Please give each question some thought and answer each to
the best of your knowledge. If the evaluations are answered c0nstructively, the faculty.ln general should take notice of this evaluation
and attempt to Improve any problem areas. Let's make this
evaluation a total success.
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Subscripts
student Union Board officer applications for 19821983 are available in the SUB
office. Any student who has
served on a Student Union
Board committee for at least
one semester is eligible and
encouraged to apply.
Coffeehouse - Arne Brav
will be playing on Friday,
March. 5, at 8 p.m. in Centennial Hail. Arne Brav
brings together a rare
combination of technlcal
wizardry on the guitar and
an expressive voice for a

performance of the highest
callber. His program Is one
that touches almost every
musical base: blues, rot-gut
ragtime,
Incountry,
strumentals, jazz, light rock
and other contemporary
influences. Combine ail this
with a hearty lineup of
humorous songs and stories,
and you have a definitive
performance.
Movie - The Alien will be
shown on Sunday, March 7,
in Centennlal Hail at 4 p.m.
and 6:30 p.m . UMR Student
I.D. required. Seven crew
members
aboard
the
commercial
spacecraft
Nostrome are awakened

from a hyper-sleep by the fiction at its best.
ship's computer to InConcert - PreservatiOll
HaJJ Jazz Band will be apvestigate what seems to be a
distress signal emanating peartng in concert on
from a nearby planet. By the Tuesday, March 9, at 8 p.m.
time they discover that the in Centennial Hail. A living
.signal is actuaily a warnirig, tradition Is coming to UMR
it Is too late. An allen The Preservation Hall
creature,
virtuaily
In- Jazz Band. The tradition Is
destructible and completely New Orleans jazz played by
hostile, has attacbed itself to . the very musicians who
a member of the landing created it - there's no other
party and gained entry to the sound like it. It's a sound
ship. One by one, the allen that comes from the streets,
relentlessly
stalks
the saloons and river boats of 50
members of the crew years ago. It comes from the
throughout the ship, and the hearts of people who laughed
crew's efforts to destroy the and danced and cried - no
creature seem doomed to one knows and plays It better
failure. Alien Is science than The Preservatfon Hall

Jazz·Band. New Orleans jazz
atitsbest!
Student
Union
Board
director applications will be
available on Monday, March
15, in the SUB office. Any

student who has served on a
Student
Union
Board
committee for at least one
semester Is eligible and
encouraged to apply.

Correction
By JERRY SCHLUETER
If you plan to vote in the
election' for City Council and
you won't be here on April 6,
you will have to vote by
absentee bailot. To do this
you can write to the Phelps
County Courthouse and

request on absentee ballot
or, after March 8, you can go
to the Courthouse and vote
there. NOTE : You go to the
Courthouse, not City.Hail.
All bailots must be turned
in by7:00p.m. on April 6, the
. day of the election.
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White
Lightnin'
Run
Public
Radio
Station
KUMR Is sponsoring a 5
kilometer (3.1 miles) road
race, the White Lightnln'
Run in conjunction with its
fundralsing, A Tribute To
The Ozarks. The race will be
held on Sunday, March 7, at 2
p.m on the corner of Forum
Drive and 18th Street.
Entry fee for the race Is
three
dollars.
T-shirts,
courtesy of Bare Tops, will
be given to the first twentyfive entrants. Awards will be
given to the first place man
and woman in each of the
following age classes: (H5,
16-19, ~23, 24-39, 40-49, 51).
up. In addition, awards will
be presented to the oldest
runner,youngestrunnerand
campus organization with
the most participants. Pepsi
Cola Company Rolla
Division will supply soft
drinks following the race.
Entry forms for the race
are available at KUMR,
room ~ Library and Bare
Tops. At press time, several
T-shirts were still available.

SGE needs
members
The national honorary
society for students of the
earth
sciences,
Sigma
Gamma Epsilon, Is active at
UMR and seeking new
members. There are Qver 70
chapters in North America
and each is devoted to the
scholastic and scientific
advancement of Its mem- '
bers.
Eta Chapter at UMR is
involved in service to the

coIIlIl.lunlty
and
earth
science
students.
This
semester, structural geology
laboratory kits were sold at
a reduced price. In April,
Field Camp '82 students may
attend a slide show and
orientation depicting lIfe in
Utah.
Next fail the Chapter will
be assisting the University
at the International Conference
on
MIssissippi
VaIIey-Type
Lead-ZInc
Deposits. One of the prtmary
functions at the conference
will be to promote the Interaction of students from
different universities.
The Society recognizes
students
whom
excel,
through scholarships and
awards. Students are also
eDl,ouraged
to
publish
research in the Compass, the
national
publication
of
Sigma Gamma Epsilon.
The requirements for
membership include an
overail grade point average
of 2.67 or higher and 3.00 or
higher in 12 hours or more of
the earth sciences. 1bose
who are interested in actively participating in the
organization, please contact
Bill Biehl or Susanne
Pignolet in 306 Norwood Hail
or leave a note in the
mailhox of Sigma Gamma
Epsilon in 208 Norwood Hail.

Foreign
Language
Fair
The
annual
Foreign
Language Fair for high
school students will be held
Friday, March 5, at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
University Center.
Students will perform
skits, songs and folk dances
from Spain, Russia, Germany, and France. The

performances will begin at
10 a.m. and last until about
noon.
Dr. David Law, UMR
associate
professor
of
RUSSian and director of the
fair, expects over 250
students to participate in the
activities. The fair Is
sponsored by the language
section of UMR's humanities
department.
The public is invited to
attend the performances,
and there Is no charge.

Water
Safety CoUrse
A course for those interested in becoming Red
Cross . water safety instructors will be offered
starting March 5, jointly
sponsored by UMR, the
Phelps County Chapter of
the American Red Cross and
the Rolla Department of
Parks and Recreation. The
course prepares individuals
to teach any of the Red Cross
courses in swlmmlng and
lifesaving.
To be eligible to participate in this course, a
person must:
- Be 17 years old
- Hold a current Red
Cross Advanced Lifesaving
certificate
Instruction will begin
promptly at 7:00 p.m. on
Friday, March 5, in Room G26 of the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building, 11th and
Bishop, and swlmmlng attire
will be needed that evening.
The course continues on
March 6, 7, 13 and 14 with
lectures and pool sessions
from 8:00 a .m . to 5:00 p.m.
with an hour lunch. The only
cost for the course is $3.00 for
the instruction manuals. A

Red Cross instructor trainer
will Conduct the course.

Interested persons may
sign up at the Phelps County
Red Cross office in the
basement of the Rolla Police
Department Building on
Eighth Street (364-3947), or
at the UMR Continuing
Education Office, 107 Mining
Building (341-4204).

Professor to
serve on
COMRE
Dr. Paul D. Proctor,
professor of geology and
geolOgical engineering at the
University of MissouriRolla, has accepted an invitation to serve on ·the
Committee
on
Mineral
Resources (COMRE) of the
National Research Council
(NRC) .
" Dr. Proctor's selection to
this committee Is a welldeserved honor and fitting
his
recognition
of
professional achievements,"
said Dr. Don L. Warner,
dean of UMR's School of
Mines and Metallurgy. " It
also reflects well on the
department and on the
school. "
COMRE was organized to
conduct a study on inrequirements
formational
for evaluation of mineral
resource potential to support
decision making in the
Bureau
of
Land
Management,
U.S.
Department of the Interior.
The committee will function under the Board on
and
Energy
Mineral
Resources of the NRC's
CommiSSion on Natural
Resources.

Official
enrollment
increases
The
official
spring
semester enrollment at the
University of MIssouri-Rolla
totals 6,93l.
On-campus enrollment Is
6,443 (including 158 students
on co-op) . There are 435
enrolled at the UMR
Engineering Center in St.
Louis and 53 in off-campus
extension programs.
The total enrollment Is 669
more than during the spring
semester last year and gains
were reported in UMR's
schools and college.
The School of Engineering,
with 4,009, has 390 more
students than last year; the
College of Arts and Sciences'
figure of 1,196 Is 70 above last
year; and the School of
Mines and Metallurgy, with
1,037, shows an increase of
124.
The
St.
Louis
Engineering Center shows a
gain of 36.

Summer Institute
in
Digital Computing
The
University
of
Missouri-Rolla will conduct
its 14th annual Summer
Institute in Digital Computing for Secondary School
Students June 6-11 and June
13-18 on campus.
The institute is designed to
provide high school students
with an opportunity to learn
how to write computer
programs to solve problems
in mathematics, science and
business.
The program will include
lectures and videotapes
about computer programming, laboratory sessions
using UMR's IBM 4341

computer system and a visit
to computer installations. Lecture sessions will be
taught using the Fortran IV
language.
Applicants must be fulltime students in high school
who have completed or will
complete at least two
semesters of algebra or one
semester of algebra and one
of geometry by the start of
the institute. In addition,
applicants
muSt
be
nominated by a high school
teacher, who will sign the
application form.
The institute fee Is $125
and includes instruction and
supplies. Meals and lodging
are not covered. Eighty-five
dollars of the fee must be
paid by May 31 to complete
registration and reserve a
space in the institute. The
remainder may be paid upon
arrival.
All students in the institute
will live in UMR's Thomas
Jefferson Residence Hail
(TJ). The cost of lodging,
which does not include
meals,. is $38 and is payable
to TJ upon arrival. Cafeteria
service Is available at TJ,
although students may take
their meals where they
choose.
Completed
application
forms should be postmarked
by May 31. Sessions will be
filled on a first-come, firstserved basis: Other sessions
may be scheduled if there is
sufficient demand. A third
session would be held June
~25.

For addltionallnformation
or application forms contact
Professor Frank G. Walters,
director, Summer Institute
in DIgital Computing, G-7A
Humanities-Social Sciences
Building, UMR, Rolla, Mo.
65401 , phone 314-341-449l.
The institute is a UMR
Arts & Sciences Continuing
Education activity.

~----------------------------------------------------------~--~
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Mini Baja
University of MissouriRolla
mechanical
engineering seniors (from
left to right) Greg Pannone,
Greenwood, S.C.; Harry
Syers, High Ridge, Mo. ; Del
Winn, Manchester, Mo.;
Dave Stockdale, Des Peres.
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Mo.; and John Hodgson,
Washington, Mo., start work
on UMR's entry for this
year's Mini Baja competition, which will be held
April 22-24 at Texas Tech in
Lubbock, Texas. Teams of
students - driving cars they
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design and build - from
about 30 universities will
compete in the event. When
complete, the car will 'be a
tw()-wheel drive desert-type
vehicle. Events in the
competition include a fourhour race in an off-road
vehicle area, acceleration,
chain pull and braking. The
vehicle also will be judged on
consumer appeal, design
and cost. The ·design and
construction of a Mini Baja
vehicle is ' an annual
semester-long project in
UMR's
Mechanical
Engineering 261 (Analysis
and
Synthesis
in
Engineering Design) class.
Dr. David Ardayfio, UMR
assistant
professor
of
mechanical engineering, is
the faculty adviser for the
project.

UMR seniors in mechanical engineering Gred Pannone (left) of
Greenwood, S.C., and Dave Stockdale of ~s Peres, 11M., work on the
differential for the vehicle they are designing-and building for this year's
Mini Sa ja competition, which is scheduled for: April 22-24 at Texas Tech in
Lubbock, Texas.

SIGN UP FOR
CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS

No hype.
No empty promises .
Just some straight talk about
achievement ... and about the opportunities
available with the achievers who are
reshaping the world of microelectro nics.
We developed the first semiconductor
memory. Next came news of a computer
o n a chip . Our recent announcement of
the iAPX 432 micro mainframe represents
another quantum leap in the advancement
of co mputer technology .
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MARCH 11
We want to have some straight talk with
graduates. If you are unable to meet with
our recruiters . send us your resume or a
letter that outlines your education. work
experience and your career ambitions . in
care of "INTEL COLLEGE RELA TlONS '"
to the locat ion of your choice : Oregon .
5200 N .E. Elam Young Parkway. Hillsboro.
OR 97123; Californiil . 3065 Bowers
Avenue . Santa C lara . CA 95051 ; Arizona.
5000 W. Willi ams Field Road . Chandler. AZ
85224 ; Texas. P.O. Box 9968. 12675
Research Blvd .. Austin . TX 78766. We are
an eq ual opportu nity empl oyer.

We achieved th is success by c utting
through red tape. ignoring the status quo.
and giving talented people th e space
and support to try new ideas. We've
prospered with this appro ac h. and today it
is our standard .

Miner S~eci~1
3 Carnations

"1

Check out an Int el career. We'lI talk
st raig ht abou t compensatio n and
advancement based on results. We'lI
explain the advantages of cho osi ng to
work in Oregon . Arizona. Texas or
California . But first . we have to
ask you to ..
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.End of the world, again!

01

(CPS) - All the planets of
our solar system are moving
toward the same side of the .
sun. They'll all be allgned by
March 10, 1982. Strange
gravitational pulls and
pushes will result, some .
believe, and the Eartb will
suffer tidal waves and
earthquakes. It might even
be destroyed.
1bose most worried about
the so-caned "Jupiter Ef·
fect" have turned not to
survivalists or clergymen,
but to the secretaries at
college
and
university

astronomy
departments
across the nation.
The secretaries report
their phones have been
ringing off the wall as people
call to find out how the up.
coming
astrolOgical
phenomenon will affect
them:
"I guess about the most
unusual call I've gotten was
from a woman who was
planning a vacation In
Florida this spring," relates
Bernice
Stevenson,
astronomy
department
secretarv at Yale Unlver-

the
ar's
hin

•

To enter the Stroh's Earthball Contest contact:
Jim Moore, Kappa Sigma, 364-2314. Winners get
an expense paid float trip for 12 men sponsored
by Fred Voss, Ent. and Mike McKelvey of
Wilderness Ridge Resort.

slty. "She saId that she
didn't want to waste money
on a vacation If there was
going to be earthquakes and
clouds of ash floating
through the air."
Stevenson says that the
astronomy department has
received a number of calls
from people who want to
know if the end of the world
Is truly at hand.
"We're getting three or
four calls a day, It seems,"
Patty
Swanson,
says
astronomy
department
secretary at the University
of Alabama. "We had a
scattering of calls all
through the fall. But they've
really picked up In the last
month."
Likewise, the University of'
Wisconsin receives several
calls a day, and astronomy
Prof. Ed Churchwell expects
that "the closer It gets to
March 10 the more calls
we'll get."
The
University
of
Washington was so besieged
by phone calls inquiring
about the so-called "grand
alignment"
that
its
astronomy
department
installed an
answering
machine with a pre-recorded
explanation of the heavenly
event.
" Nobody here has the time
to keep reiterating the same
thing over and over," says
uw astronomy department
secretary Charlotte Arthur.
"We had to go with the
recording because it was
just getting out of hand. "
All the concern over the
planetary
phenomenon
stems from a 1974 book
called The Jupiter Effect, In
which two British scientists
predicted that the alignment
of the planets In early March
will cause severe earthquakes, volcanic activity,
and massive tidal waves.
Although the "Jupiter
Effect" theory has since
been retracted by the
authors, John Gribbin and
Stephen Plagemann, and
generally scoffed at by the
scientific community, many
readers take it to heart.
"We tell them that the
world will not come to an end
because of that," explains
the University of Wiscon~

sin's Churchwell. "The
planets. actually won't even
be aligned. They'll primarily
be In a OO-degree quadrant of
the sky, kind of bunched
together, but not lined up In a
straight row like some
people think. "
While the planets will be
more closely aligned than at
any time In some 179 years,
the effects on the Earth will
be unnoticable, astronomers
say. But that hasn't deterred
people from calling observatories,
television
stations, and astronomy
departments to make sure.

Issued,'

"People call more out of
curiosity than anything
else," says Arlo Landolt,
observatory director at
Louisiana
State
and
secretary of the American
Astronomical SOCiety. "We
tell them it's happened many
times In the Earth's history,
and will probably happen
many more. If anyone wants
to see the event, lell be
visible In the morning sky.
And then there won't be
much to see. "
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That's what Bechtel is all about. Established in 1898 as a
small, family-owned construction business. Bechtel has
evolved into one of the world's foremost engineering and cons t ruct ion firms with projects throughout the world .
Bechtel offers you, the soon -to· be college graduate, diverse
and challenging assignments that will utilize your talents to
the fullest.

122 W. 8th Street Rolla

Bechtel will be on campus to meet w i th
students majoring in computer scie n ce
and engineering. If you want to start
your career rigli ~ , you owe it to yourself
to talk with our representatives . For
deta ils on when and where,contact your
college placement office.

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

364-2669 or 364-9878

retraction was
Swanson says.

Due to the St. Pat's celebration, the Missouri Miner
will be distributed on Wed., March 17.AlIsubmissions
MUST be in by 9 pm on Sunday, March 14.

Alex Pizza Palace
-SANDWICHES -SALADS
-SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas

"People mainly want to
know if it Is true, if the
planets are really going to be
lined up In a straight line,
an~ what really to expect,"
says
Swanson.
The
university has scheduled
special presentations of
"The End of the World"
dealing with the subj~t,
which they advise ciuious
callers to attend.
"We try to discourage
them from being alarmed
and explain to them that the
theory has been retracted.
But I'm afraid the damage
was done before the

..
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Bechtel and People. We Grow Together.
An AffirmatIve Actoon. Equal Opportunity Employer
~
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Sale Dates March 2 thru March 6.
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These Are Just A Few
Of The
Incredible Deals!!!
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1. QUANTITIES: HOW MUCH CAN WE STUFF
INTO A 40 FOOT SEMI?
2. PRICE: WE DONT INTEND TO HAVE
ANYTHING LEFT AFTER THE SALE.
3. SELECTION: ALMOST 100 MODELS FROM CJ)~
PLUS HUNDREDS FROM OTHERS.
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correct!
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enacted
between

relorme
Co minuo u ~ average poweroulpu [ l ~ 20 waU:. per channel min . al 8 ohm~ from
2()'10,OOO Hz with no more than 0.04/; total hannanic dh.lonion: Quartz
synthesized tuner fea turi ng: ... ix AM and "IX FM pre.·;ct \Iation~. :.Ialion scan.
and freque ncy indication (16 point LED :.calel: Electronic ([ouch ) function and
tu ning selection .

List $250.00

Continuou~ ;Jvcr..tgc puwcruutpul il> .'0 waU:. pcrchannel min . at 8 ohms from
20- 20.000 Hz with no more th.m 0 .02'" IOIaI hamlOnic d i:.lonion: Non-switch, ing circuitry : DC power amplifier: Quartz 'ynlhc~ized luner featuring: !oix AM
and :oix FM pre!oe t s ~a t i o n ~ , ~ tal i{ln ~';m , and digi tal frequent')' di.",pla),: Electronic (louch ) function and tuning ...clct,tinn ,

$17995

List $325.00

Conlinuou ... avcr..tge pUWt:Iuutput I' "'5 watt ...
20-20,000 Hz w ith no mnre than 0,009',",
,witching circui try : OC power amplilicr: Quam
e ight AM and eight FM prc,et ... tatinn" , l:.!tiun 't':.!n , '
indicatur: D ig it:.!! di ... pl:.!y Ill' fn.:q uenl'y :.!nd vulu me : [1t"Ctronic """,, ", (,m, ';,,"
tuning . :.!n<! vo lume control"

List $425.00

Ea
SeIIli
Many'

List $180.00

scbool
worried

List $200.00

in stu
Reagan
Proposjri

Ust $200.00

They I
be cone
for acac

CT·4
STEREO CASSETTE OECK WITH DOLBY ·
NR SYSTEMJSOFT·TOUCH OPERATION

" B/e"

PL·5

PL·7

II'OU!dbe

FUll·AUTO DlRECT·DRIVE TURNTABLE

QUARTZ,PLL, FUll,AYTO DIRECT·DRIVE TURNTABLE
Motor. OuallZ'PLL. Coreless DCServo Stable Hanging flOl0t Tloi Hall,molO!
Speed.: 33' , & 45 rpm

below tb

Motor. Coreless OC·Servo Stable Hanging RoiorTIoi Hall·molor Speeds: 33', & 45 rpm

year.
TheloJ
ofthe adl

-Pel!
datiOOPI

student 2
for red!
billioo tl
List $390.00 pr.

225
Lis t $350.00

Pro

CT·6R
COM PUTER CON TROLLED 3- DIRECT·DRIV E·M OTOR ,AUTO· REVERSE
PLAYBACK STEREO CASSETIE DECK WITH DOLBY· " B/C" NR
SYSTE M

Pioneer H P M· SOO Sp':ca kers
3·w01Y, 3-:.peakcr :.y:.tcm feature:. 10" POlymer Graph ite cone, Polymer Graphite
cone tweetcr. HPM HOfTl -Lo;.ded Film ... uper tweeter ;md walnut gr.uned vinyl
cabmet.

!Ierceot

List $750.00 pr.

$399

~. 1bi

95

OVer 0Ile

leaVing }
I"eciPienb
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('Jmes

Pio neer H PM·9OQ S~
"'.way, ""'peuker 'y'lcm fcature, 12" Polymcr Graphite conc wlll)fcr, Pol ymer
Gr.lphilc cone mldmnge and tweeter. ~PM Hom·Loaded Film ,uper tweeter
and walnut gmincd vinyl cahinet.

almost 100 models from PIONEER' will be on sale and in stock
Speci al Sale on all
HI FI STEREO RACKS

~rices

st a rting at

39.95

200/0 off

On All
M EMOREX BLANK TAPE

~t?e
~0C:md 8eQ~ef>
1008 Pine Rolla 364·7715
9 :00 0 .m .·5 :30 p .m . Mon .·Fri.
9 :00 0 .m .·4 :00 p .m . Sat .
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States ~re ready for IINew Federalism"
By JOHNC. BROMLEY

In his state of the Union
message, President Reagan
proposed the transfer of
some 44 social welfare
programs to the states along
with the revenues generated
by federal excise taxes to
fWld those programs. In
large measure the success of
this proposal turns on the
integrity and competence of
the state governments.
It is frequently argued that
state legislatures are too
inept, too corrupt, to assume
responsibility for social
welfare. Mr. Reagan conceded that, two decades ago,
this judgment was probably
The president,
correct.
however,
~ded
his
audience of two reforms
enacted since then which,
them,
have
between
reformed and revitalized

state government.

public business as Congress.

The first was the Voting
Rights Act, which in his
speech Mr. Reagan again
pledged to support when It
comes up for renewal in the
Senate later this year. 1be
second reform is a result of a
series of court decisions,
presided over by the
Supreme Court, which now
guide legislatures in the
reapportionment of both
state and Congressional
electoral districts.
Mr. Reagan believes that
the
representation
by
general population secured
Wlder the Voting Rights Act,
together with the compactness and "community of
interest" tests required by
the
courts
for
reapportionment, render state
legislatures at least as
responsible and responsive a
forum for the conduct of

And the legislatures are
ready to assume the burdens
the New Federalism would
place upon them. 1be old
fashioned
parochial
legislature, ali white and ali
male, inclined to reapportion
itself into happy perpetuity,
is a relic of the past.
Legislatures are at least as
free of bigotry as the people
they represent, and their
members are among the
first to remind their constituents that if they are not
perfect, they are far more
efficient than the national
Congress at Washington.
As a result of this growing
effiCiency, a considerable
hostility has developed
the
state
between
legislatures and Congress.
As the legislatures proceed
in areas from penal reform

to the environment to public
education, areas Congress
has expressed an interest in
over- the years, governors
are increasingly called upon
to act as referees between
the two. Research~riented,
vastly better staffed than
they were two decades ago,
and able to draw on the best
wisdom of the community, a
state legislature in 1982 is, as
the president implied, at,
least as good, if not a better,
place for social welfare
enactments than is the
remote Congress.
Mr. Reagan's argument
that states, cleansed of past
stns, are ready for new work,
then, has substance. And the
legislatures won't refuse
either the work or the
revenue, as the excise taxes
to be transferred - tobacco
and alcohol, the so-called
"sin taxes," as well as those
on gasoline and telephones

Eagleton against aid cuts
Source:
Senator Tom Eagleton
Many college and high
school students are very
worried about massive cuts
in student aid that the
Reagan Administration is
proposing in its new budget.
1bey have good reason to
be concerned. Student aid
for academic year 19113-84
would be cut a full 50 percent
below the 1981-82 academic
year.
The following is a rundown
of the administration's plan:
- Pell Grants, the foWldation program for federal
student assistance, is slated
for reduction from '$2.3
billion to $1.4 billion (a 40
percent cut) in fiscal year
1983. This would ellminate
over one million students,
leaving 1.6 million student
recipients with family incomes Wlder $14,000, as
compared to 2.8 million
current recipients with incomes up tom,ooo.
SUpplemental Grants

(SEOG)
would
be percent, meaning that to
eliminated.
Currently,
See
615,000 students receive
awards Wlder this program,
page 8
enabling
these
needy
students to attend higherpriced
colleges
and
universities of their choice.
- State Student Incentive
Grants (SSIG) are slated for
extinction. This program
currently provides 300,000
state grants matched by
SSIG federal fWlds. Continued existence of state
Did You Know That
student aid fWlding in at
least 15 states which rely on
LA POSADA
federal matching for half of
Has A New Menu?
their scholarship programs
In addition to their usual
delicious dishes, they now
would be in jeopardy.
serve:
- College Work. Study
--Bean Dip -Cheese Dip
would be cut by 28 percent,
-large & Small
250,000
denying
some
Cheese Crisps
students the opportunity to
-Sour Cream
--Mexican Style Pizzo
work to help pay for their
-Chicken Tacos
college expenses.
-Chicken Enchiladas
Guaranteed Student
-Tacos & Tostadas
Loans (GSL) would be
on Flour Tortilla.
further restricted in the
AND, YES, ALSO
')
-Chimichangas!
following ways:
Hwy. 63 So. Rollo
1) Loan origination fees 1would be doubled from 5 to 10 t;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:.l.

HILLCREST

BIG STAR
TUESDAY IS
DOUBLE STAMP DAY!
Store Hrs:
7a.m .·l0p.m.
Mon.·Sat.
8 a.m.·l0 p.m . Sun .
364·4693

Eagleton

GUITAR
~
LESSONS
364-0736

eoou.
~
LIGHT

- are in place and are, as
taxes go, WlObjectionable.
Moreover, in making his
proposal, the president knew
what It might . cost a
congressman or senator to
vote against it on the basis of
the "incompetence" of state
legislatures.
A substantial number of
the members of Congress
received their training in the
legislatures of their home
states, and a legislative
veteran is not inclined to
portray the legislature from
which he arose as inept,
corrupt and greedy. Nor are
congressmen,
many
of
whom
have
recently
breathed a sigh of relief and
gratitude to their legislature
for their having survived
reapportionment after the
1980 census, looking for new
quarrels to pick. Senators
are inclined to remember
that the same electorate that

chose the legislature chose

them as well. Nothing awaits
the ordinary congressman
who casts a vote against the
of
his
competence
legislature except woe,
gloom and swift, certain
obscurity.
The reforms that have
re,1talized state governments, and the attachments
Congressmen and Senators
have to their constituents in
the states, will combine to
tnsure that Mr. Reagan's
second revolution receives a
fair and early hearing in
Congress.
Mr. Bromley is a columnist
and feature writer for the
Rocky Mountain Journal,
Denver, Colorado. He bas
~ed
M D~ror
Research, Office of the
Governor of Colorado, and
M a legislative assistant ro
the
Colorado
Senate
leadership.
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IRA is soundinvestment in the future
By Dr. 'GEORGE BENSON
.
President, N.E.P.

COWlt is deductible from
your income tax right off the
top. U.S. News & World
Report
provides
this
One of the greatest opexample:
portunities ever for the
.. ... a person who would
average working American
otherwise have
annual
taxpayer has just become
taxable income of $28,000
available. These are the new
would only have $26,000 after
Individual
Retirement
contributing $2,000 to an
AccoWlts (IRA's) which
IRA. For a married couple
went into effect on January
filing a joint return, that
l.
In addition to being an ' reduction means a 1982 tax
excellent means of saving saving of $500. In effect, it
costs this couple only $1,420
for retirement years, the
to make a $2,000 investment.
new IRA's provide a tax
shelter of up to $2,000 a year The savings are bigger for
($2,250 a year when only one people in higher tax
spouse works) ,
brackets, smaller for people
Even if you don't itemize in lower tax brackets."
deductions, the money that
Frankly speaking, anyone
you place in your IRA ac- who passes up the op-

portunity to open an IRA is
not thinking very clearly. It
is important, however, to
shop aroWld. There's no
hurry, but if you think your
taxes are too high, and if you
have fWIds you can put
aside, you should take advantage of this golden opportunity.
Anyone who earns pay
from employment of any
kind, even part-time, can set
up an lIlA. It does not matter
if you are already covered
by another retirement plan
at work or elsewhere.
A worJP,ng husband can
place up to $2,000 a year into
his IRA and open another
IRA for his' non-working
wife, putting up to $250 in

hers - or the $2,250 total can
be split between the two
accoWl.ts in any ratio. If both
spouses work, each can
contribute up to $2,000 in
their own IRA's.
Because of the tremendous
potential
for
fWIds
represented by IRA opportunities, all kinds of
financial institutions are
offering plans. Some employers plan to offer IRA
plans to their employees.
The important thing to
keep in mind, and we repeat
for emphasis, is not to jump
into a plan in too big a hurry.
Shop aroWld. IRA's are
being offered by banks,
savings
and
loan
associations, credit unions,

brokerage houses, mutual
fWlds and insurance companies.
Factors to be considered in
choosing a plan include
whether or not your IRA
accoWlt wIl.J. be insured.
Banks and savings and loan
IRAs are insured by the
federal government up to
$100,000.
.
Another point of primary
concern should be the rate of
return. Check for the institution offering the highest
return
consistent
with
safety. Find out how often
interest is coappoWlded:
annually, monthly or daily,
and compare the projected
returns at various potential
rates.

j

Some firms will charge a
fee to open the accoWlt and
some wIl.J. charge an annual
maintenance fee. Other
institutions will charge no
fee at all.
This rare opportunity to
save on your income taxes
and at the same time set
aside fWIds for retirement
should not be overlooked.
You owe it to yourself, your
family and your COW1try to
0pinvestigate
IRA
portunities.
We like the sentiment seen
in one IRA advertisement:
"Worrying
about
the
economy
won't
solve
anything. Investing in your
future wIl.J. ...

Eagleton f,om page 7
obtain a $2,000 loan, a
student would have to
borrow $2,200.
2) Needs analysis would be
required of all students prior
to a loan being made.
3) Students would have to
pay market interest rates
two years after entering
repayment, instead of the
current 9 percent interest
rate.
4)
Graduate
and
professional students would
be ineligible for the GSL
program.
For
Wldergraduate
student borrowers, doubling
the origination fee and
requiring repayment based
on market interest rates
after leaving school would
increase
student
indebtedness by 19 percent.
Denial of guaranteed
student loans for graduate
students could mean that
600,000 graduate students, or
more than half of the current
graduate enrollment, who
now rely on GSLs for their
educational costs would not
be able to pursue their
education.
It is important to recall
that these same programs
have already been subjected
to three roWlds of cuts last
year. First, cuts in Fiscal
Year 1981 appropriations left
fWlding $600 million short of
the amoWlt that was needed
to retain awards for all

eligible students. Second, $1
billion from current levels
for student ald was cut for
Fiscal Year 1982. That
action also phased out Social
Security education benefits,
one of the largest sources of
student support. Third, a
$600 million cut enacted late
last year gave the president
almost exactly the 12 percent fWIding reduction he
requested in September,
1981.
I cannot support these
proposals which totaJ)y
retreat from this nation's ,
goal of expanding opportunities
in
higher'
education to all students.
Education is the bedrock
upon which America's industrial and technological
strength was built.
fOWldation
is
That
essential to our nation's
future. It must not be
destroyed.
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We buy, sell & trade
eRecords
.
eBooks

:~:ge:zin~s

_ ...

364-2244

....
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Serving
Breakfast
6:30 a.m.-10 a.m.
Full breakfast
menu including
omelettes.
Study while
eating breakfast.
Free refills on coffee
Full Service-Waitresses
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We sell ePosters
808 Pine
in Downtown ROllaJ
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SET YOUR SIGHTS 0" THE COMPAfiY
THAT sm THE STfi"DfiRDS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
The ELE C TR O NI CS and SPACE DIVI SION of Em erso n Electric Co.
~road-based In product line. Inte rn ati o nal in scope and influen ce.
An inn ova tor ... selt i ng Ih e standards Ihat o lhers will follow for
yea rs to co m e. The ELE C TRONIC S and SPACE DIVI SION is involved i n the design and manufac ture of high-technology armam ent
and elec tr onic sys tem s. It s products includ e specialized radar ,
automatic test systems, airbo rn e armament sys tems, m issile
launc h ing and guidance sys tems. Th e ELECTRONIC S and SPACE
DIV ISION is also involved in the optica l field , and has ex te nsive
software programming abili ty and familiarity with modern com p uter
architecture.
Emerson 's ELECTRONICS and SPAC E DIVISION IS locat ed in St .
Louis. MissourI. Historic and cosmopolitan , SL Louis is a c it y that
boasts many recreational and enter tai nment opportuni ti es as we l l
as a superi or standard of living .
Th e ELECTRONICS and SPACE DIVISION of Emerson leads the
Indus try in quality and innovation . We o ffer top sa laries and
comp rehensiv e benefits. as well as a superior professional
en vironment. To learn more about the m any career opportunities at
E&S, write to ·
Rita L. Kapla n, Manager
College Relations

_
1

Electronics ...... Space Division, Emerson Electric Co.
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_
~
Station 2561 (Dept. ROL·382)

1202 N. Bishop
Rolla, Mo. 364-8998

liMI!A5CN

St. Louis, MO 63136
Equal Opportuni ty Employer M/ F
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Shepherd of the Hills has

Auditions for Summer
The director of the
Shepherd of the Hills
Pageant near Branson,
Missouri, Keith Thurman,
has announced that applications for roles In the
play will be taken from noon
to four p.m. Saturday and
Sunday, March 13 and 14 at
the Shepherd of the Hills
Farm's Cafeteria, Aunt
Mollie's Cupboard.
Thurman said "We are
looking for Individuals to fill
two major male roles. Young
Matt and Wash Gibbs In the
play. These two roles
demand a lot · of rough,
physical activity during the
play and require big, rugged
Individuals who are, if
necessary, willing to go on
rigorous
body
building
programs." Thurman added

"Some personal Interviews
and auditions also will be
scheduled with Individuals
who may be able to fill
certain
understudy
assignments although most
cast members are returning
this season and most major
roles- are filled, Individuals
are needed to understudy
other major roles In the paly.
There are 158 scheduled
performances this season
with nearly 100 through
June, July, and August
playing every night. "
Thurman went on to add
"group auditions sometimes
create a competitive atmosphere which we don't
want. Therefore Individuals
will be selected from the
meeting
for
private
auditions which will enable

each person the best advantage."
Thurman, who begins his
first ·season as director and
has been a member of the
coast for over 15 years stated
"that an attractive feature
of the play is that cast
members
are
not
professional actors but
represent a cross section of
life from all walks of life ...
their own lives parallel the
lives of those people from
The Shepherd of the Hills
story so well that frequently
they are referred to as their
character name such as 'Old
Matt' or 'Fiddlln' Jake' ".
Thurman has Invited
everyone to attend, and
stressed p.revious acting
experience is not necessary.

Cathedral

A St. Pat's Release
It could happen so easily.

Wouldn't you just love to pick her up and take her home for yourE~~7;.
own?

Groundwaves

break In New York In the
weeks leading up to St.
Patrick's Day, the city's
most
jubilant
one-day
holiday. Network and local
ads - up to 129 spots In all will air on New York's FM
radio stations WOR, WNEW
and WCBS. Boston will also
hear about CATHEDRAL
through 83 network and local
radio spots beginning March
14.
The
CATHEDRAL
campaign will also feature a
pgster
blitz throughout
March. Fifth Avenue buses
will display a 12-foot-long,
four-color poster on the

exterior of every vehicle.
Special artwork taken from
the cover of the book will be
used and the poster will be
headlined: "A St. Patrick's
Day you'll never forget!"
According to M. J . Jossel,
Advertising and Promotion
Director at Dell, the
CATHEDRAL campaign " is
the closest we've yet come to
an
intense
advertising
push. "
The
saturation

See
Cathedral
'page 17

A Week Worth Listening to

The players were ready
and the dice were hot. Main
party members included: as
group
leader,
Sir
DeGoodiest, a Paladin most
lawful, a true-blue magicuser by the name of Star
Dark, the cleric Wise Bones,
and faithful stupid illusionist
No Guts, along with several
other merry pranksters.
The adventure begins as
the party makes contact witi} a friendly god nestled in
his snow-capped . palace
somewhere in the Ethereal
Plane. The god bids them
happiness and blesses their
livesraisingtheirwillstothe
level of hero. He bids them to
go forth and conquer new
worlds, to do him honor.
OUr adventurers journey
forth, experiencing and
enjoying their god-given
freedoms. Sir DeGoodiest
leads his group well, wealth
and fame are theirs. That is,
until one dreadful night
~
wilen DeGoodiest led his

~ ..

New York City's shrine to
Irish Catholic faith, St.
Patrick's Cathedral, is oc'cupied by a cadre of armed
terrorists from an IRA
splinter group while, just
outside on Fifth Avenue, a
delirious crowd celebrates
St. Patrick's Day. Those are
the Ingredients of Nelson De
Mille's gripping suspense
novel,
CATHEDRAL
($3 .95/11620-1),
to
be
released by Dell this March.
And in an equally bold
assaul t, Dell will target a
saturation advertiSing and
promotion campaign to

merry group into the Hall of
the Fire God.
Sir DeGoodiest set oiJt on
this journey to warn the god
of the god's own power. The
fire god could, at the flick of
an eyebrow, torch whole
continents
wreaking
havoc upon those hapless
peoples who didn't obey his
whims. Poor Sir DeGoodiest
didn't stand a chance; he
was defeated before he could
begin. The Fire god, In his
paranoid state set fiery
watchdogs before his palace.
Before our crew of "dogooders" could do good, they
were blasted with waves of
nauseous fumes and scores
of darts.
The worst hit was our own
Sir DeGoodiest, who sounded
the retreat, but alas he was
severely hit. The rest of the
party bore his spirltwrecked
body
home.
Everyone was suffering, the
full effects not yet realized.
The powerful watchdogs

followed our adventures of Graduation Blues.
home to mark the place for
MONDAY:
Bluegrass
further havoc.
Variety Show from 3:00 p.m.
Coming your way this ' to 6:00 p.m. Followed by
week on KMNR are these Scott Lammers with this
main attractions:
week's artist feature. If you
TONIGHT: The New Wave have a suggestion of a
Show at 6:00 p.m. with your possible artist to feature call
host Capt. Krotch. At 8:30 Scott at 341-2574. Shawn
p.m. "Jack Flanders," a
Underwood will feature zz
Tops' "Fandango" at 11: 00.
science fiction radlo drama.
FRIDAY: will be filled
TUESDAY: Mr. Gadeken
with R & Rand D. L. Bogart, hosts our own talk show,
Jim Luttln, and "Knight "Feedback,"
where
Man" Keith Brannon rocks everything and anything is
you to the midnight hour.
discussed. The show begins
SATURDAY:
Rich
around 6:00 p.m.
Casebolt brings you his
WEDNESDAY:
Linda
"Heavenly . Metal" show, Mariewillfeaturethealbwn
showing that "the devil - " No Commercial Appeal"
doesn't have all the good by Dick and Anne Albin at
music. "
10:00 a.m.
SUNDAY: Presents mUSic
for everyone from Russ
Espinosa's
"Morning
Edltion" to the Reminant of
the Rolling Bozo Revue
Presents Blues for Rolla,
hostedbythereminantDr. D
The Solid Rock : Start your
who will bring you four hours
weekoffrightasoneoffour

Feature
Programming

D.J .s bnngs . you ~nDave Williams presents a
temporary christian musIc.
wide variety of folk and
-Sunday6-9~. m.
..
bluegrass. - Monday, 3-6
The ~orrung . Edition:
p.m.
Russ Espm~a bnngs you .
Artist Feature: The very
two hours of Jazz and other
best music from a different
good stuff. - Sunday, 9-11
artist each week, D.J .s·
a.m.
rotate. - Monday, 6-9 p.m.
Sunday 'Coming Down:
The Rough Mix: Comedy,
Joel presents music to ease
rock, folk, you name it, Jeff
down with on a country folk
Hamburg will try to mix it.
beat.-Sunday!>-8p.m.
-Tuesday,12-3a.m.
The Reminant of the
Mindless Ramblings 209:
Rolling Bozo Revue Presents
Trapper Bob and Randy
Blues for Rolla: What else
Moser babble through your
can one say? 1\me in Dr. D
morning with occasional
as he brings you four hours
light
rock
music.
of Graduation Blues. Tuesday, 6-9 a.m.
Sunday, 8 p.m.-midnight.
The
Karmic Release
The
Mind's
Eye:
Show: Karma is released on
Dramatized great radio
Rolla with Mike Cogell doing
classics from Brave New
the
releasing.
The
Worlds to Of Mice and Men. background music is good R
- Monday, 12 a.m. to 1 a.m.
& R. - 10 p.m. Tuesday-l
The Afternoon Variety
a.m. Wednesday.
Hours : Join Greg Youll as he
See
spices up the afternoon with
light rock. - Monday, 11 :30
Groundwaves
a .m.-3p.m.
Bluegrass Variety Show:
page 15 ~-=
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Watch Out Graduate Students
ByFRElDABEDLONG

Females, now that you
have had your quota of the
undergraduate male at this
campus, and since you have
realized that most of them
are like the Immature jerks
you grew up with, it's time to
. go for the graduate student.
Graduate
students,
however, are unlike many of
the other ~ys you will have

By TOM BENNEY
Anyone who is participating in the St. Pat's
events should check out all
the new trophies to be
awarded this year. These
trophies are located in
Student Union Center-West
inside the show case just
South of the St. Pat's
Ballroom. All the trophies
are bigger and better for this
'Best Ever,' especially the
new three-foot quarterbarrel chug trophy. So get
your organization psyched to
win one of these grand
prizes!
The Extravaganza Cups
are on sale now. They are
being offered for $3.00 in
advance and $5.00 at the

gone out with. They must be
handled with care and expertise. To prepare you for
their idiosyncrasies, here
are some of their basic
characteristics:
1. Just the fact that they
made it to graduate school
indicates that they are
married to their homework.
It always seems like they
have an overabundance of
work ; and when they don't,

door. The reason for such a
price increase -at the door is
there is a limit to how many
people the St. Pat's Board
can serve, entertain and
control. The members of the
St. Pat's Board put on ttJe
Extravaganza for the UMR
students first and everyone
else second.
Freshmen there has been
a report that a mass quantity
of snakes will invade the
UMR campus this Monday,
March 8. I hope you have a
shlIlelagh so you can defend
our campus.
Anyone interested in entering the Strohs Earthball
contest must contact Jim
Moore, Kappa Sigma, 364Remember

the

63.17
63.05
62.56
59.40
56.47

PiKA
KA

BetaSig
Triangle
SigTau
Pi Kappa Phi
PhiKap
KappaSig
Acacia
SigNu

53.92
50.28

44.97
40.86
39.89
37.87

30.00
29.07
29.02

TEC
LambdaChl
Teke
Zeta Tau Alpha
Kappa Delta

24.54
24.32

GDI

SigEp
RHA

TJHA
Campus Club
ChlOmega

important, when this occurs,
to act very interested and
ask questions', even though
you couldn't care less.
Now, to look at the benefits
of dating the graduate
student:

Oh, yeah, they can help
you with your homework if
you get in trouble. •

Place

65.00

AEPi

gets an expense paid float
trip for their 12 member
team.
st. Pat's is only 14 days
away. The belly-ups start in
eight days. So keep psyched
its almost here! !

6. Their fascinatiolJ with
school leads to a minimal
. social life, also due to the
aforementioned facts, which
also means that they haven't
dated much lately. When
they do, their date is often
subjected to the fact that
they are not used to opening
doors and the like.
7. Grad students get very
tense before, during, and

after tests, and/or iieadlines,
more so than the undergrad
(so they tell me). Thus, to
relieve their tension, they
like various parts of their
bodies to be rubbed, like
their back for instance.
8. Additionally, you may
be fortunate enough to have
your date inform you of
scieni:ific facts. It is

winner

96.75
73.31

. ThetaXI
DeltaSig

4. Gaps will occur in your
conversations because he
started school many years
before you, and he is not
acquainted with the many
changes since he started
school.
5. Their only hobby seems
to be homework. Supposedly, their work expands
to fill all available time,
whi'ch leaves little time for
any relaxation.

2314.

Points

Organization
Delta Tau
SigPi

they are working on their
research and/or thesis.
2. If you are lucky enough
to get the grad student away
from his work, he will be
forever thinking about all
the work he should be doing.
3. They keep unusual hours
(I.e. go to their office at 3
a.m.), and they will not deter
from this schedule for
anything
(well, almost
anything).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20.98

20

12.47
11.27
9.58
9.34
9.16
5.23

21
22

23
24
25
26

HOT DEEP DISH PIZZA
FROSTED MUGS OF BEER
7 Days A Week

:fim's

~mes

""PIzza

364-8661 Party Rooms Available
Call Ahead For Faster Service
Ask About Our Group Discount
Hwy. 63 N. Rolla, MO 65401

~:

PETRO ~ LEWIS
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qllBi!lfled are aIIef!NJ trw ofcb/lrge _

.

.

al/el'V#ce

IIDdMlUl'Ceol~tolbereaders.
~
vnII lJI1I pt'btt lbe ~tIorJ

1fI1NBlf

of

lint IJIJdlast1JIIlfJef..
,-n.e 1tI1NER- WIll pt1Dt .PbOtJe IJIlIlJbers 0Dly in

~De MISSOURIJBNER~ lbe right to edit
or to .reIt6e publJcatioa 01 any cllISSiIJeds that Its

Wanted: Someone to sublet one bedroom apartment durtog sum·
mer. Call 364-5329.

stIII1/lDds offeasive or llI1eIow.
~ sbould be submitted by 9 p.m. the

JIODday~the

««« •••••••••••••• CCICI •••••••••••••****.: •••••••• «* ••• ,

B. KlIban,
I don't know you, you don't know me, and I don't know the story
behind your classified, but I like your way of expression. Are you a
handsome person who has little trouble with pencils?
Noko MarIe the Snake (one H of a
nice antmal, frequently mistaken for a
meatloaf)

XOXOXWbo

Could you be the next Mr. Quad??? -Marcb7, 6:30p.m.
BliM. (Annex Person) ,
Come out to play.

-AlIce

Wanted : Female roommate to share one bedroom apartment. Call

lSs!Je in Wh/cblt is to appear.

364-5329.

Wanted : Male roommate to share two bedroom apartment durtng
summer session. Call364-a324.
Get psyched for Phi Kappa Theta's 4th Annual "Party before the
Party," FrIday, March 12 from 8 to 1 :oo! Plan to start off the St. Pat's
week with style. All proceeds go to Theta Tau Ugly Man.
B.L.C.,
A band wlthtn your own,
The voice you always want to bear,
When you pick up the phone ...
B.J.P.

For Sale: Honda CB36(}.T, 1975 bought new in 71, low mileage, call
Dave Wrobel at 364-4289.

TrIPs

SummIt's "SPRING BREAK-lI2":
to Daytona Beach, Fort
Lauderdale, Padre Island, Nassau, Bahamas and Wtnter Parle For
information call Helene Hardy, 364-3066.
To the young lady who's picture appeared on page 20 of the Feb. 18
Miner. You are one of the best looking girls I have ever seen. I would
like to know more about you. It you are unattached. Please call me
364-6848 and ask for J. T.

A~lsaknowinglook,

Quality Cleaners
Expert Cleaning
108 W . 7th Street

Reasonably Priced
Rolla, MO 65401
.

~

The GSR Team will meet this Monday at Sparky's to discuss the
upcoming Alpine Race. Recently obtained footage of the C.A. Team
will be screened and possible modifications to the M5 chassis will be
submitted for approval. Also, blueprtnts of the GRX will be examined.
Anyone wishing to jotn may send hJs.ber qualifications to Rt. 3 Box
524 for consideration.
.

To My Buddy,
The ball has been tn your court long enough! I'm stili waltlng for
yourcrusblngbackhand
.

Hey Slgma PI!
Congrats on your first annual OrchId Ball. It was QUITE the successful venture. It was a visible pleasure to see your persons all
decked out - Must we walt another year for such a welcome sight??

Found: A 14 K gold chain with charm holder. Found on Library
steps. Caller please Identity 364-8739.

To the Greatest Bunch of Guys Around (Sigma Tau Gamma, of
course!),
Have a fantabulous whatever!
Your LlI Sis tn Camoufiage
For Sale, TI58C calculator with continuous memory. Price: $50.00
or best offer. Pat tn room 424 TJ or call 364-0915.
For Sale: Hawkeye Pierce Dolls they operate on batterieS. Call ss:;.
0073.

Don't worry about It, MIke.
Kimberly J , I Love You! Happy 20th!
JobnM.
Attention Turkey Lips! (Yes, youG.S.)
I am a bit disturbed that you revealed my Identity to certatn persons
of our mutual acquaintance. 'Ibougb they really don't know me, they
now know my secret. And to thtnk - this act of subterfuge per·
petrated through my own domain. My wrath Is ktndIed!
Batguy
Don't worry Greg and Dave - God will forgive you for IIktng the
Police. Hey Rob - He forgives Stones addicts too.
Ozzy Forever
KER,
As soon as you get mad enough, come over and we'll talk.

Keys loSt 2·'Z7 tn or near Math Computer Science building. Please
call 341·2251 and ask for ChrIs H. It found.
Those are the fastest camels I've ever seen.

-v·
Found: Ball·potnt pen with built·tn digital clock. Call Dave at 3649961 (rm. 108) to Identity.

~

~~

Christopher Jewelers

~

Diamonds and Watches

Support UMR athletics - date a TENNIS PLAYER! !

903 Pine
Lizard,
Watch out for falltng WOOKALARS! ! !

Rolla . MO
'~

HP-aa

UMRSwim Team,

Superb job, guys ! Keep up the good work and get psyched for
nationals!
-Barb

Got those mid-semester blues?! Then blow It OFF and gator at
Alpha Epsilon Pi's fourth annual GATORFEST PARTY, March 5
from 8:00 ttl 1:0084 Fraternity DrIve. Proceeds go to Theta Tau Ugly
Man. See ya there! !

Announcing the Seventh F100r Reunion Party!
It you lived on 7th floor TJ anytime from 1977-80 then you (and your
guests) are tnvlted to a Mega·Party FrIday eventng, March 19 at
Maz's Place. Wear your 7th floor T-shirt and brtng $1.00 for the
refreshments. For more toto. call Jim Mazurek 364-3126.

364-2~64

...:":;

."":

-Luigi, Bunns" Ang

MD

My Dear BIG-Med EE Tutor,
Must I donate yet another ptnt of blood before you condescend to
talk to me again (364-lI032)?
Your Fellow HIlton T. Fan

~

Your Link with the Future

Announcing
The·First S .... i·Annual
HP Calculator De ...o Day
March 4, 1982
Fro... 10 a .....·5 p .....

At Ca ...pus Book Store

Happy Birthday Sonya!
Isn't this better than a card. .
T.J.
To the men of Sig Ep,
Thanks for helping make last FrIday the best T.G.I.F. in UMR
HIstory!
-The Members of Tech-Engine Club
Any girls tnterested tn Jotntng the 1982 pledge class of the Puck Club
contact Geoff or Uncle Jim at the puck.

·Drawings for a FREE HP Commemorative
Calendar will be held every 1/ 2 hour
-Demo slide shows on the new HP-IL printer,
digital cassette drive, and memory expansion
modules
-Special sale on quad module•
Regularly $95. Wh ile Supply Lasts.

$ 79 95

Keith,
I miss you and we'll get together over St. Pat's. Yours forever.
WoJo

Teresa,
You have a great pair of legs.

-Jim
Exec :
If .you're looking forward to "the one we owe you", you won't be
looking for It much longer. Just remember - when you least expect It
expect it.
•
'
P,ii. Be there on tlme·the next time and the chalkboard will be nicer.

-Guitars-Alverez
& Washburn
-Amps -Strings
- Accessories
-Sheet Music
-Sand Instruments

wQe
flIl{U.6 ic

§Qoppe
Forum Plaza Rolla
364-5644

The Hewlet(·Packard In te rface
Loop

(H P·!Ll enables you

[0:

• Co nnect an H P D ig ital Cassette Drive to g ive yo u
151,000 charane rs of stOrage.
• Add an HP T herma l Primer/ Plotter to g ive you hanJ·copy
graph ics capabi lities.
An d th is is JUS t the beginning. H P is com micted to futu re H P -I L
products.

rli~ HEWLETT

~e..II PACKARD

Campus
Book Store

205 W. 12th St. Rolla 364-3710

~~--------------------------------------------------------~--------~~~
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From New Orleans, Itls the

Preservation
Hall Band
By ANNET1'E COMFORT
The best traditions are to
be enjoyed, and few are
more
enjoyable
than
traditional New Orleans jazz
as played by the artists who
created this great sound the Preservation Hall Jazz
Band. These are the
musicians who not only
made musical history with
New Orleans jazz but are
perpetuating it as well. It is
alive and bouncing at tbe
ancient Preservation Hall in
New Orleans, where the
band plays when not on tour.
"Jass,"
as
it was
originally called, is a

creative blend of marches,
quadrilles, blues, spirituals
and ragtime. New Orleans
jazz is different. Its fonn is
uncomplicated, though its
execution can be complex as
each musician introduces his
own free spirit into the
concert. It is not Dixieland,
it is not funny "straw-hat"
music and of course it is
unwritten. The tempo is a
shade slower than that of
other jazz forms.
Most of the Preservation
Hall Band members have
made and played this music
for more than 50 years. Now
in their 60s, 70s and 80s, the
band members stilI play

with the spirit and joy that is
symbolic of New Orleans
jazz. Though their music is
dated in origin, it still attracts enthusiastic fans of all
ages.
The Preservation Hall
Band will be playing at
Centennial Hall on Tuesday,
March 9, at 8 p.m. The
concert is sponsored by tbe
Student Union Board. Admission will be free.

"I'm
ooo'tth

ScOO«
theca!

aroIJIer

6'1"; it'

G&D STEAK HOUSE
8 oz. Chuck Steak
6 oz. Ribeye
8 oz. Filet
7 oz. Ham Steak
10 oz. Top Sirloin
12 oz. K.C. Strip
12 oz. T·Bone

$2.79
$3.07
$3.65
$3.02
$5.00
$5.96
$6.92

colorba
Docl

"Wail ~
theplctl

ilanding

~

finallys

badOlii

"It'll WI

at these

Dock

G&D Steak House

tIylng -1
fonnatic
precede!
Bruno's.
l.D.'s @

Open 7 days q week 11 :00 a.m .-9 :00 p.m.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

ed it ti

Includes baked potato or fries and Texas toast.
Free Ice Crea!TI With Every Meal.

functor>:

ScooIer'I
shined
Scooterl
Soclal
whimS
IbeubE

himself
. Play Units for the Severely Handicappec;t

Car Wash
Yes, caT wash
Cost $1.50

per car

and
$2.00 per truck or van.

Mi
'The proceeds go
to P.U.S.H.
Sponsored by

your friendly

Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
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Drop Dead, DeadMan

SOURCE SPI and RB

Scooter's Ferrari 308GT
had made it to within two
blocks of Bruno's before
giving up the ghost. This
truly amazed boUt Scooter
and Doc. Having walked the
remaining two blocks, they
were about to enter Bruno's
when Scooter paused.
"Say Doc, how old are
you?"
"Twenty."
"You have an I.D.?"
"Nope."
"Here use one of these "
said
produ~g
nearly a dozen from his
pocket. "This one looks a bit
like you."
I)oj: took the card and
,began scrutinizing it. "Walt ,
a second Scooter. It says
here I'm 5'2", 150 pounds."

&oot.er,

"So?"
"I'm 6'3", 190 pounds. I
don't think It'll work."
Scooter thumbed through
the cards and produced
another one. "Here, it says
6'1"; It's even got the right
color hair."
Doc looked at the card.
"Walt a second! nte guy in
the picture's black," he said,
handing the card back.
Scooter and Doc went
through the cards again,
finally settling on the one he
had originally given to Doc.
"It'll work! 1bey don't look
at these things. Trust me. "
Doc looked over the card
trying to memorize the Information, then, slouching,
preceded
Scooter
into
Bruno's. 1be guy checking
I.D.'s gave Doc's a perfunctory glance, then handed it back. 1ben, taking
Scooter's, he looked at it,
shined
a flashlight in
Scooter's face, asked him his
Social Security number,
which Scooter rattled off,
then began mumbllitg to
himself "6'2", hair, yes,
eyes, red,",finally handing it
back to Scooter.
Scooter and Doc entered
the bar and looked around.
At once Scooter's keen 0bservational powers picked
out a blond sitting alone at a
table.
"Say Doc, get a pitcher of
beer, will ya?"

with the hundred thousand
and was told the 'd rop point
"Thanks man, I've been ' was at the Lions Club the
trying to get rid of her. following day at 11 o'clock.
Doc walked out of Bruno's
Costing me a fortune in
food," he said, laughing just as the Versailles was
some more.
pulling away. "Hey, Scooter,
"No!"
"Well, uh, can I buy you a
"Don't mention It," -said what about meeting that
.d rink?"
Scooter, rubbing his jaw. "I guy?"
"Why?" she said 'disincould tell," he added sar"I just did. What took you
terestedly.
castically.
'
so long getting out here?"
"Well, I thought we could
"Oh, she's alright except
"I had to finish the pitcher.
share a couple of drinks and
when you're around her."
Looks like we've got a long
talk. Maybe later you could
Scooter laughed a little walk."
stop by my apartment and , and then introduced himself.
"Yeah. Walt a second.
"Well I'm G. B., ace Hey, G. B., my Ferrari
see my beer tab collection."
pilot," G.B. replied.
broke down. Could you give
"I don't think I could do
"Pilot?"
Doc and me a ride back to
that."
"8w'e, got the 'copter my apartment?"
"Why not?"
parked right over there," he
"Yeah, sure. Hop in."
"Because my boyfriend
said, pointing to the corner
They all climbed into the
wouldn't like it. "
of the lot.
helicopter and G. B. fired it
"So, he doesn't even have
"You take it to bars?"
up, then took off with a lurch.
to know!"
Scooter directed him to his
I
go
anywhere
"8w'e,
"He already does. He's
apartment.
Bar Hopper AIrlines, though
standing behind you," she
"Well, see you guys later,"
I'm thinking of changing the G. B. said.
said, nodding over ~
name."
shoulder.
Scooter opened the door
and looked out. "Hey, G. B.,
think you could lower the
Maybe later you could ,
'copter about 80 feet?"
"Oh yeah, sure," he said
stop by my apartment
maneuvering the 'copter
down to land In the middle of
the street.
and see my
The next day Scooter and
Doc rose early at ten. 1bey
beer tab collection.
walked out to the Ferrari
and succeeded in pushing it
Scooter
was
thinking
of
the
back to Mac's garage.
Scooter turned and exuse It would have in the P.I. Scooter was already well
tended his hand, which did
business when a large black into it, with Doc handing him
little to stop the roundhouse
Versailles pulled up.
the tools, when Mac stepped
coming at him. Scooter
"Scooter! What are you in.
countered
by
getting
doing out here?" a man
"Figured
out
what's
knocked over a table, then
wrong with it?"
rolling over to vacate the , hollered out the window.
"Excuse me, my client,"
"Yeah, it's the engine. It
spot her irate boyfriend
he said to G. B.
won't run," Scooter said.
landed heavily on a moment
"Oh, we just decided to sit
"Oh," Mac said sarlater. Scooter kicked his legs
out here and talk for donically. "What are you
out from under him and
awhile," he said, walking doing to it?"
succeeded in getting caught
"Well, I'm going to bore It
under him when he fell, her , over to the car. 1be two
conversed
for
awhile. , out 30 over, install new
boyfriend took the opportuScooter recei.ved a briefcase bearings, a six-pack and a
nity to punch him once more
before Scooter grabbed
a chair and shattered it
across his back. Her
boyfriend was drawing back
for another swing when a
couple o~ pairs of large
hands attached to even
larger bodies grabbed the
two of them and escorted
ON
CAMPUS
I N' E R V lEW 5
them to the front door,
depositing them on the
12TH
sidewalk.
Scooter turned expecting a
Few t he lollowlIlgdtgfees
renewed onslaught. Instead,
"OK," Doc said, extending
his hand for money as
Scooter walked away.
Scooter walked over to the
blond's table. "Hi! Come
here often?"

he
was
laughing.

sitting

there

A Career For You
ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY

MARCH

E1.ECTlItC ..... ENQINfUING

":CHANtC ..... ENQMUUNG

GRELLNER' SALES
AND SERVICE, INC.
Distributor of Miller,
Miller Lite, Pabst Blue Ribbon, Andeker &
Lowenbrau
"

·
e
I

•

.

,"

•

" if.

If you are
having a party ,
contact our
campus rep,

II

KEVIN ISOM 364·8535

.

distributor,
rework
the ,
crank and install a new oil
pump."
"Huh?" said Doc.
"He's going to try to get It
back together," Mac said,
helping him out.
Scooter worked on into the
evening, finally getting the
car back together on time to
make the drop.
He and Doc arrived at the
Lions Club. Scooter gave

- -
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Doc instructions and walked
toward a pavillion near the
back.
As Scooter neared the
pavillion he saw a figure
wearing a trench coat and

See
Scoots
page 15

-----..-.

The Sewing Room
Alterations and
custom made
western shirts
I

207 W. 11 th Rolla 364-3922
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

I
I

I

•

i-.

Forum Plaza Shopping Center

364-3214

Fr. WOOD CUSTOMERS
CALL TOLL FREE

329-3100

ELECTRONIC ENGINE ANALYSIS

SPECIAL
Includes: Check electrical systems
Check carburetor settings
Check spark plugs Check timing
Time spark advance Check plug 'wires

NOW ONLY

$12.95

"We-Really-Care-Rally
Now thru May 1982

KEEP THE TOYOTA
FEEUNG
DENNIS CHAPMAN

TOYOTA
Hwy , 63& 72
Rolla, MO

341-2005

~ ~..------------------------------------------------------------------------------=-....
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LEARN TO
DRIVE
Shipboard
Managellleni

snap

shadol
jmLA

the ~

said,
He too

cigaretheII
glow

=~

Harry

If you're a college graduate still eager to learn and

II

grow ... and
want
compensation
for · a
iob well
done ... CONT ACT US TODAY!
We have exceptional openings available for Shipboard
Managers who will receive commissions in the U.S. Navy
and learn to drive our ships around the world.
If you're between 2'1 and 34, in good health, and ready
for adventure, we'll offer you:
4 months paid training, 16K to start /30K after 4 years,
30
days
annual
vacation,
medical/dental,
and
Post-Graduate education.

I

I,

Call collect
Monday thru Frid~y,
9 a .m. to 2 p.m.

(314) 263-50 00
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Groundwaves
Ebony Music Show: Ronny
Hayward rattles your soul
with jazzy soul music. Wednesday, 1·3 a.m.
Jazz A.M. : Marshall Rice
trys his hand at bringing
Rolla some good jazz music.
- Wednesday 3-6 a.m.
Potpourri: Linda Marie
Novak winds up the morning
with everything from A to z.
- Wednesday, 9 a.m.-noon.
The Golden Afternoon:
Yesterday lives again as
Roy Speier brings you
music. - Wednesday, 3-6
p.m.

. from
page 9

your speakers with the finest
of the latest new wave and
pop wave music. - Thursday,6-10p.m.
Jazz
Improvisations:
music. as fine as it comes
with your host Scott Lammers. 10 p.m. Thursday-!
a.m. Friday.
A Morning of MIshmasb:
Kevin Griesemer starts your

Smoke Dreams: Our own
Aaron Loyd winds down the
evening in his own laid back
way. - Wednesday, 9 p.m.midnight.
Wild Turkey Review : Late
night acid rock with occasionai weirdness from
your host Chris Wilcox. Thursday, 12-3 a.m.
Mindless Rambling 509:
The advanced course in
babbling is taught to you by
Tom Heitert. - Thursday 6-9
a.m.
The New Wave Show:
Capt, Krotch comes out of

See
Groundwaves
page 16

PINBALL
MACHINE
High score each week
qualifies for playoffs.

Scoots
snap brim fedora in the
shadows leanlrig against a
post. As Scooter approached
the figure he turned and
said, "That's far enough."
He took a long drag of his
cigarette, began cougbIng,
then ,stomped it out. By the
glow of the cigarette,
ScOOter saw that he was the
notorious underworld figure,
Harry Parris, whose trall he
had been on for a long time.
"You have the money?"
"Yeah ... Harry," Scooter
said coolly.
"Oh, so you recognize me,
Scooter P.l.," Harry said.
"Did you think that
disguise would fool me?"
"Disguise! What disguise?
ThIs is what the notorious
underworld figure is supposed to wear to a drop. Set
me back a bundle, but I pride
myself on appearance. I've
got a dozen people that say
I'm at a party, so why would
I need a disguise? OK, bring
the money forward, slowly."
"Wbat about the owl?"
"You think I'd bring it
with me? It'll be sent, like I
agreed."
"UPS, I hope. "
"OK, OK. The money,
hand it over. To think he'd
pay a hundred grand for that
piece of junk. The best offer

to be given 'a way

Tim Farrell

A sign of the times. PAST TIMES.

CELLAR GAMES

from page 13

I'd had was for ten grand. "
Scooter started to bring
the money forward slowly
when he heard a pssst and
Harry stood transfixed by an
arrow. Scooter dropped to
the ground. Then, thinking
quickly, he began to search
Harry's pockets for clues as
to where the other offer was
from. He quickly found a
note pad pinned to Harry by
the arrow. Breaking the
arrow off, he freed the
notebook as another arrow
whistled in over his head and

stood vibrating in the post
next to him. Scooter grabbed
the briefcase and began
sprinting for the Ferrari.
He jumped into the
Ferrari and shouted, "Doc,
get us out of here!" Then,
looking back, he saw a pair
of headlights come on and
begin moving toward them
as Doc floored it.

NEXT WEEK:
CHEVY CHASE

Who will be first
to sweep the skies
of the world?
We pioneered 3·0 radar. Today we're a world leader in automated air
defense systems . Our sonar, radar, communications , computers,
software, and displays form total interactive systems for whole countries.
From undersea systems to the depths of space , a career in our
Hughes Aircraft group really has no limits for the holder of a BS or MS
degree in virtually any electronic, scientific, computer, or technical
discipline.
.
Outside Los Angeles, here in thriving Orange County, we'll introduce
you to people, ideas, and jobs that could change your world . And ours.

Book Sale
Book Sale
Book Sale

1107 Pine (Under Sunnywall) Rolla
10 a.m.-11 p.m.

-----=.-..~~

Science & Technical Books from

.99 to $4.99
Nowat

r------------------,

It could be you and Hughes
Ground Systems ; HUGHES:

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
205 W. 12th Street
.
The Store For All Your Campus Needs

I

IL

I

__________________• J I

H UG HE S

GROUND SYSTEMS
Proo f of U.S. Ci tizensh ip Required
Equal Oppo rtunity Emp loyer

RCIl1C Pizza 1

& Spaglletti Heuse
t 806 Hig~way 63 'N ort~
AM .2 AM

*1

WE DELIVER

364-0977

1*

A IRCRAFT C O MPAN Y

See your placament office lor an appointment.
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Arne Brav shown in one of his usual laid back poses. Arne will be
appearing this Friday, at 8 p.m., in Centennial Hall. (See story below)

Friday off with a little of
everything. FrIday. 6-9p.m.
Knight Ride: Your FrIday
knights are blasted off to a
climax with the knight man
himself. - FrIday, 9 p.m.midnight.
Moonlight Drive: 1be
stars stay out for your night
escapade with R & R from
Mike
Muehiemann.
Saturday, 12-6 a.m.
Anything Goes? : The
afternoon was made for 5¢. I
don't know, but be sure to
join Fry as he finds out. Saturday, noon-3 p.m.
Heavenly Metal: Rich
Casebolt proves that the
devil does not have all the
good music. - Saturday, 3~
p.m.

SUB Presents
ByKENOONNELLY
At 8:00 p.m. this Friday,
March 5, 1982, the students of
UMR will have the opportunity to witness one of
the steadiest, most consistently excellent performers on the national ·
college tour; this being Arne
Brav.
Arne has not come to be
such an excellent performer
due to his technical wizardry
on guitar, nor for .his lessthan-angelic but highly
expressive voice, but for the
cuImination of experien~
over his 20 years of performing
which
have
produced an entertainer of
the very highest quality.
His
up-beat · concerts
charge through !il variety of
songs and styles, all done
with the ease, grace, and
natural feeling you expect
from
a
seasoned
professional. Audiences are
whipped through blues, rag
times, rot-gut country beer
drinkin' songs, flashy instrumentals, rock, and
contemporary styles.
Arne also has plenty of
originals which possess that
rare combination of artistic
and popular appeal. Combine all these with a handy
lineup of humorous songs
and stories and you have
what Arne is, an artist in his
own right.
There have been many
major concert appearances

1\RNS'SRAV'
for Arne in which he has

and popcorn will also be
available to you at the

.Feedback: A call-in talk
show where everythin~ and
anything is discussed. Your
host is Gary Gadeken, but
the show is yours Tuesday, 6: 15 p.m. (or there
abouts)
Off the Cuff: 1be players
bring you their second
semester of warped Rolla
humor. - Thursday, 6:30,
every other week.

Stars & Stuff: A series of
origin III !;Clence fiction ~d

Jack Flanders: More
excellent Sci-Fi stories from
ZBS, only this time it's all
caused by the overstuffed
green chair. - Thursday,
8:30p.m.
.

SPI, AH Games • 0 & 0 Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

364·5581

C.RENT
RIVER
purchase price of only lot
each.

notable performers as Jim

CANOE TRIPS
10% Discount

League and Hank Williams
Jr. He will be releasing his
first album this fall on
Nitpicker Records which
will include a variety of uptempo music.
When Arne last played
here at UMR his review was
as follows: "Arne proved to
be more than a capable
showman ; entertaining and
capable. His one-man show
kept the audience bounding
from laughter to quiet
reflection and back agaIn.
The entire evening was
marvelous. "
So if you are looking for
some
excellent
entertaInment this Friday the
Student Union Board social
committee invites you to
come to Centennial Hall at
8:00 p.m. and listen to the
music of Arne Brav. Soda

Faulkner's
Beverage
&Mini Mart
Rolla's Coldest Beer
Ice-Cas-Snacks

r-::-_--=~....;until May15
Canoe Trips
On the Upper
Current River

1beh
CATI!E[

DeIacoIt

Excellence in Energv Eng ineering

inrernatil
was cho
Guild II
received
from H

~~/IJt~

New YOI
and autl
FEAR 01

if! JAZZ ~
- ...ND

SARCENT & LUNDY ENCINEERS

S=A=R=G=EN=T='=:G=~~=E~=!:::;-]I

tlJe book
tlJe Nev

bestsel1e-

will be recruiting on campus

Ilrll

campaig

country.'

fro m Sambo's)

Equal opportunity Employer M I F

Complete Service

propel

1808 N . Bishop

Sign up for your interview 'now!

contact:

Used canoes for sale-shuttle service

364-6762

MARCH 12th

One Hour
South of
Rolla

JADWIN
CANOE RENTAL
Jadwin, MO 65501
Ph . 314-729-5229

DOMESTIC &
IMPORTED WINES
(Acr~ss

f,-

So tune in, sit back, and let
KMNR take your cares
away!!l!!
.

Croce, Judy Collins, Leon
Redbone, Pure PraIrie

shared the stage with such

yJD

fantasy stories, produced by
ZBS media. - Tuesday, 8:30
p.m.

SUB Presents
A Jazz event on

Tues., March 9, 8 pm
Centennial Hall
Admission Free

"CATH
speUboun
solid da,

have ooe

Engineers:
Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.
If you think you have the ability and
desir~ to master nuclear engineering, the
Navy s Nuclear Propulsion Program has
openings for about 1200 outstanding
college graduates. There's a Navy
Recruiting Officer ready to give you all
the details on how you can become
someone special in the new Navy.

For more information
call collect

(314) 263-5000
Monday·Friday
8 a .m .·2 p .m .
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Cathedral
campaign is designed to "get
the book 9ft to ·a big start in
the New York area and
propel it onto national
bestseller lists across the
country."

;t~:~ ;

9! t 5a.m

T,R

r.
every o tc. er R

r
I

from page 9

Main Selection of the Bookof-the-Month club and a

~

I

Reader's Digest condensed
book.

I
I

I
!
I

1 ELLE ROTORCRAFT
b :pe r imental ROlo rbtodes (10'

l

long: T' chord : 6061 T6 : flu s h

The hardback edition of
CATHEDRAL, published by

Delacorte Press, was an
international bestseller and
was chosen as a Literary
Guild Main Selection. It
received a laudatory review
from Harrison Salisbury,
, New York Times reporter
and author of WITHOUT
FEAR OR FAVOR.
"CATHEDRAL held me
spellboUnd
for
three
solid days when I should

have been pounding out my
own deathless prose," he
said. "In short, it's a
masterwork." Judson Hand
'of The New York Daily News
called CATHEDRAL "Too
true to life for comfort."
Nelson De Mille is the
author of the bestselling BY
THE

RIVERS

$750

H REBATE onony new Buick Skylark,
skyhawk, aids Omega or Firenza Irom stock.

$500 CASH REBATE ona new Buick Century or
aids Cutloss Ciero from stock (front wheel drives) .
SPECIAL
REBATE
on any model

OF

car trade·in.

BABYLON, which was a

"We poy you to
trode that older

car."

Nature Made
Sna cks.
Nutrition Cente r .
Co mplete line of
natura l v ita m ins

at.. .

$40 0 to
$1,000

Cosh Re bate
on AMC / JEEP
(4 whee l drives)

LIMITED TIME ONLY ...
Cash Rebat e o r may be applied to finan cing. Over 100

new ca rs in stock to choo se fro m.

Hillcrest

Spec ial Deo ls & Fina ncing lor UMR groduat ing
seniors. Buy Now ! ! Pa y when on the job.

Drug

Schweiss Motor Co ., Inc.

Jet. Hwy. 72 & 63 S.

500 Hwy. 63 Sauth

Rolla. MO

8·7 Sat. Iii 4

SPECIAL!

2 Rise and Shine
Sausage and Egg
Biscuib for $1.19~~
t\3rdl2~s®

OFFER GOOD THRU
APRIL 18. 1962 AT
PARTICIPATI NG RESTAURANTS

BEST EATIN' ALL AROUND'"

111=
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Tankmen break 9
UMR records; qualify
14·times for Nationals
By GERRY GOEKE
The people in Louisiana
didn't know what to expect
when they saw the Miner
swim team walk into the
athletic complex at Northeastern
Louisiana
University, complete with
mohawk
haircuts
and
shamrock designs on top of
shaved heads, but what they
got was a lesson in what a
Divtslon II team can do to
Division I opponents.
The University of Nor-

theastern Louisiana and the
University of ArkansasLittle Rock were the pupils
at the exhibition, in which
the Miners virtually rewrote
the UMR Varsity Swimming
Record Book, as Varsity
Records were broken a total
of nine times over the course
of the meet, the TransAmerica Invitational. In
addition, nine swimmers
qualified in a total of 14
,events for the Divtslon II
National ChampiOnships to
be held in Clarion, Pennsylvania on March 18, 19 and
20,

UMR scored 598 points in
the meet, Arkansas-Little
Rock took second place with
420 points, and Northeastern
Louisiana was close behind
with 418.
Coach Roberts Pease was
bubbling over with pride in
his team's performance, The
Miners had "an outstanding
meet. Never have I had an
entire team swim so well so
consistently," said Pease.
Certainly, consistency was
the key to the MIners' success in the meet. Though the
Miners won just four events
it was common to see ~
or four UMR swimmers in
the top six finishers in an
event.
Ray
Gill,
the
man
responsible for two of those
wins, was the Coca-Cola
Athlete of the Meet, as he
took first in both the one and
three meter diving events,
and qualified for the Division
I National Championships in
the three-meter.
The Miners came to swim
and they showed that right
away. In Event I, the 500yard freestyle, each of the
UMR entrants, Bill Becker,
Steve Watkins, Dave Rose
and Jeff Germer, swam a
lifetime best.

The Varsity record in the
200-yard individual medley
was bested three times as
Chris Aria swam.a 1: 59.:1I in

the prelims for record #1. He
bettered that mark in the
finals , but was six hundredths of a second behind
P . R. Stricker, who touched
in at 1:58.43. Both times
were good enough to qualify
Stricker and Aria for
Nationals.
Mike Shive was the star of
the 5O-yard free, as he broke
the UMR record in both the
prelims and finals, posting
times of :22.20 and :22.15,
respectively. In addition,
Steve Werling ( :22.45) and
Jerry Flowers (: 22.90) also
swam lifetime bests.
The 400-medley relay team
of Aria, Don Havey, Becker,
and ' Shive continued the
Miners'
record-breaking
ways·as they swam a 3:36.22,
good enough to qualify for
Nationals, and another UMR
record.
P. R. Stricker and Mike
Walsh took second and third
place in event 5, the 400-yard
individual
medley.
Stricker's
4: 16.02
was
another UMR record, and
qualified him for Nationals.
In the next event, the 200yard free, the Miners took
3rd through 6th, place, as
Shive and Watkins turned in
lifetime bests, and Joe
Pericich and Jerry Flowers
each turned in season best
times.
Chris Aria took second
place in the lO(~·yard
breaststroke, and his :54.34
in the prelims was season
best time, good enough to
make National cuts. In
addition, Dave Wisdom
( :55.60), and Ed Krygier
( : 56.79) both posted lifetime
bests in the event.
Not to be left out, Don
Havey joined the crew
heading to Pennsylvania, as
he swam a season best time
of 1: 00.89 in the 100-yard
breaststroke, good enough
for second place in the event
and a trip to the National
Championships.
The 800-yard free relay
team of Shive, Stricker, Aria
and Watkins finished in
second place, touching at
7:10.86. That team is also
headed to Nationals based on
times swam throughout the
season.
Joe Pericich and Steve
Watkins took 2nd and 4th
place, respectively, in the
mile swim, as each swam
lifetime bests.
In event 18, Ed Krygier
joined the bunch headed to
. Nationals, as his secondplace time of 1:59.18 was
under the National cuts.

B:
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Don Havey provided the
third Miner victory, winning
the 200-yard breaststroke.
His time of 2:12.09 was good
enough
to
make
the
Nationals cut.
The Miners capped off the
meet in fine form, .as the
team of .Shive, Aria, Havey,
and Stncker won the 400yard freestyle relay. Their
time of 3:13.42 was another
UMR record, and was good
enough to qualify the third
Miner relay team for the
Nationals.
The best showing that
UMR has ever made in the
National
Championships
was the 8th place that they
got in 1977. In that year, the
Miners qualified in 15 events
(compared to this year's 14).
The qualifications for the
National event have gotten
more stringent in the last
few years, so this year's
group should make a very
good showing later this
month in Pennsylvania.
Coach Pease refused to
make a prediction on what
his team will do in this year's
Championships, since the
. competition is so tight, but
feels that this year's group' is
even better ilian. that five
years ago, and so wouldn't
rule out the possibility of
doing the best that UMR has
ever done.
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Athlete ·of the week
ThiS week M-Club would
like to recognize not only one
individual but the entire
UMR Varsity Swim Team.

This past weekend they
participated in the TransAmerican Invitational Swim
Meet in Monroe, Louisiana.
Six varsity records were

*"
( Sl3:1 )""'
_

~r:r

1200 Pine Street

tOl1a, Mo. 65401

Ph. 364·''''

·SPECIALIZING IN CUSTOM SILKSCREENING·

Get Ready
For Softball Season.

broken as they out swam two
Divtsion I schools and placed
first in the Invitational Meet
by a spread of 178 points.
Each individual swam their
season best and for many
their life-time best.
As a result of such an
accomplishment
. nine
swimmers have qualified for

Division II Nationals in 14
.events and another member
Ray Gill, has qualified fo;
Divtsion I Nationals in the
three-meter diving event.
Once again we say
congratulations to every
member of the Varsity Swim
Team for your great accomplishments.
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Lady Miners ' season comes to end
By ROB TELKER

minutes to play. But with a
minute and a half left, a
questionable foul cost the
Miners a possible three-point
play. SMS went on to secure
the victory from the freethrow line.
Coach Cathie Schulte was
again pleased with the
team's performance. "Our
last two games were the best
of the season. We were
moving well and hitting our
shots," said the coach. " I
think the difference in the
game was the final minutes
of play," suggested Schulte,
"SMS was accustomed to
winning and we've had
several losses." Laurie Behm led UMR scorers with 16
points. Gail Halsey added 10

Miners rolled into the singleelimination
state
tournament with the same
momentum. The team got a
slow start against SMS, but
came back with some fine
shooting to take a halftime
lead of 37-35. Coach Cathie
Schulte had confused the

The 1981-82 UMR Women's
Basketball season came to a
close last Thursday night.
For many 6-1S teams, that's
tbe best thing that can be
said by a sports writer. Not
so for the "Lady Miners."
In the first round of the
M.A.I.A.W. State Tournament, UMR nearly upset a
strong Southwest Missouri
State team. The final score
of 76-68 is a misrepresentation of the women's losing .
effort.

by
switching
opponent
between man-Urman and 2-3
zone defenses. This forced
constant readjustment on
the part of SMS and made
the game unusually close.
UMR continued to surprise
Southwest with fine play in
the second half. Down
throughout the midway of
the half,
the contest
tightened to 68-70 with two

After an impressive home
victory against Southern
illinois
UniversityEdwardsville,the Lady

team's many young players
and looks forward to next
year.
Season statistics show
sophomore Laurie Behm as
team high scorer with a 12.1
point average. Freshman
Stacy Stover led the team
with S. l rebounds per game.
Sophomore Leslie Behm was
the best free-throw shooter
and freshman Kim Murphy
had the most assists. Many
other players had fine
season
performances.
Retiring senior starter
Becky Ommen completed
her fourth year of UMR
basketball as a dependable
starter, responding well to
the pressures of being the
team's only senior.

points, Stacey Stover had
nine points, and Linda Hill
grabbed nine rebounds in the
contest.
In recounting the season,
the UMR coach was frank.
" We didn 't do as well as I
would have liked to, but I am
really happy with the effort
of the players, especially
toward the end of the
season." Schulte sighted a
positive attitude and continued hustle by the team.
During her first year of
coaching at UMR, Coach
Schulte said the tasks of
instilling confidence and
improving defensive skills
were the most prevalent. She
also worked to develop the

Cannon nal1Jed to MIAA squad
By LARRYTIPl'ON

-

UMR basketball guard
Rickie Cannon was voted to
the first team of the allMIAA squad. Following this
honor, he was also named to
the second team of National
Association of Basketball
Coaches
squad,
SouthCentral region.
Both.teams are selected by

coaches. The NABC SouthCentral region consists of the
states of Missouri, Arkan'sas, Texas, Tennessee,
MissiSSippi, etc ...
Head Coach Billy Key said
of Rickie, "He had an exceptional year. He led us in
scoring with an average of 11
points per game. His value to
the team was recognized by
being voted onto these
. teams. He is a hard worker
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In last week's paper, the
wrestling team was incorrectly listed as having a
dual meet record of 4-6 for

Ex travagan za · lion 's Club Pork 12·" p .m .. Town Be a rd
Co nl es t 0 1 Da ve's Ba rbe r Shop " p .m., Ma r. 19-51. Pot's
. Gome s 01 l io n' s Club Pa rk 1- 4 p .m ., 51. Pa rs Corono tion o!"d Kni ght in g Cer e mony Ga l e Bult mo n Mdull iPurpos e Building 9 p.m .. Ma r. 20·St . Pat"s Para ell

UMR INTRAMURALS - WOMEN
THmof ,h.W. . k
Athl. t. of the w..k
Potty So mmo rs (Newman )
RHS
UMR INTRAMURALS TUG OF WAR
CHAMPIONS 1982 lst.Ploce-MHA East . Rob
l e mon . leon ard Hoope r . Bob Pressley , Ross Wam ser .
Je ff Co tter. 2nd Place -Sigma Nu , 3rd Place -Tri angle .

p .m ., Ma r. 6 , 13· Town Gr e en Sales 9· 3 p ,m ,
SPACE SHIP HAPPY MEALS

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S IASKETIALL FINAlS·March 3·4 .
WRESTlING·Mo " h 8·11. IOWl1NG TOURN"MENT·

'').

UM"RhVPIAo'R·S
· lIOTybdEI,cENhiTS

0

Wh ;le ,u pp ly 10""

""~

(, >.:..-1. .

NO PURCHASE NE CESSAR Y
16 OR O LDER TO PL AY

the season. Their actual
record for dual meets was 43. We apologize for this
mistake.

UMR INTRAMURALS • MEN
Athl.t. of the W••k
T.am of the W. .k
Kappa Alpha Psi
Bob Lynch (Ps i Kappa Alpha )
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Will be In St. Pat's Parade .

magic

NOTES:

finished with a 12-14 overall
record and a 4-S conference
record, for fifth place in· the
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic Association. Kent
Dinsdale paced the MIAA in
free-throw shooting, hitting
41 out of 46 for an 87.2 percent mark.

H. will gr. .t all his friends at
McDonald'.-Rolia after the
parade and perform his

)~

'"

ROLLA

HIGH~C'::~b~'HOME

EVENT.s

Mar~J~cr~A~~tAT~6~sajl~$~el~C~~rtcrest.

THANKS I
GROVER JOHNSON

Wherever you are !

4th Place State Wrestl ing Champi on ship and to h is
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CHANT NIGHT

LAUGH NIGHT

BUBBLEGU M NIGHT

"Big Moe'!> , Fil et 0 Fi s h<!l .
Quarter Po unde ~ • Fren ch
Fr ie s(!) , ley Co ke!!' . Thick
Shake , Sund a e and
Apple Pi e ."

Lough for 30 second s- wi n a

1;;i~~~~,I ,eb:~~I~.:~~ ~f

McDonald's of Rolla
Calendar of Events

Soy it in 2 s e<:onds . win a
bog of fri e s .

UMR MEAL PLAN

SLOGAN NIGHT

Chuck Martin : "What is the
outstanding cont ribution
that chemistry has g iven to
the w orld ?"
Jeff Dubb in s:
"Blonde s. "

"Two 011 beef patt ies.
s pecial sau ce . le ttu ce.
cheese . p ickles , onion s on

Sa~ ~~~~~::~:~d~.u:i·~ a

bog of fri e s. Soy it in 2
second s-w in a breokfo sl.

b~i~~t~~:~~ ~~~~gf::. a

b

'QU~:;;;:~ ~:E:~G'

wi th service a nd devo tion. "
9
CALL OF THE W ON GHT
IL
I
Wolf how l·win a bog of
'r ie s. Tarzan yell 'w in a

~~;~:;~ s~~~o~~m~Ot:l~t~:,~

"Have you ever been lo nely .
have yo u e ve r bee n blue ,
Then we know Mc Do nald 's

UM R Meot Pta ndo.,noloppty,,'lh

bur~tr. 5" bubble ·w in a

::: 0::;1;::0:,:0

~~~U;O~~SWg~~::~to::~~~.

HULA HOOP NIG HT

G OLDEN ARCHES CLUB

DAV E'S BARBER SHOP

(Rollo '~

1 hoop.win a bog of fr ies . 3 Arch ie (G A No . 110): "I can

h06_;";:~, ~ ~~~gp~~i~e;ior rut~!l:::r ~;g~r~C~o~;": a

:opw:y

M:~! t,h~~~~:~ken"

b~;~:I/~::k60~:::U:I~';

You'lt~~~~et~n~cri~~~·l d·s·

Big
you know th e rest. "

no need to thi n k tw ice:'

BUBBLEGU M NI G HT
' " bubble .wi n a bo g of
fries . 3" bubble.win a
bu rge r. 5" bub ble-win a
break fas t. 6 p .m . to 9 p .m .

HULA HOOP NIGHT

11

1 hoop -wi n a bo g o f fri e s . 3
hoops-win a burger . Senior
Cit izen . 1 hoop ·wi n a

b·~~~~cl~~·L~:P~~~~:. ~. ;: .

8 ;11 (GA

::"': '1

How

Do ve o n;

6

Clip Joint )

U

15

UMR MEAL PLAN

SLOGA N NIG HT

Overheard at Lombdi Chi :

"Choosey cheese choosers
al w ays s oy cheese p le a se
w hen th ey choose the
che e se in th e cheeseburgers at McDo nal d's _"
Soy it in 2 s&(on d s·win a
bog of frie s.
6 p . m . to 9 p , m .

Bruce London : "There' s a
Miner out s ide w ho says he
has a dual personolity ."
Tim Haire : "Then tell him to
go chase himself. "

SLOGAN NIGHT
UMR MEAL PLAN
Tom Hart : "Do you believe Th e re's mor e in th e mi ddl e
kissing is unhe althy ?"
of on Egg McMuff in tha n o n
Jan et Bolon : "r couldn' t s oy ·
egg in th'e m iddl e of
I've neve r. . "
a m uff in ."
Tom : "Yau 've never be en
Soy it in 2 s econds·w in a
k issed?"
bog of fries .
Jan et : 'T ve never bee n
6 p _m . to 9 p. m .
sick ."

Cath y Mirl y: . "Ye s , a nd
does n't he s oy it
beaut ifull y . "

M~?oO;Ot~~s l~~i! e~, i;:u ~,i. Sit

22

2'

lisa How a rd : . "And Jock .
the darling . to ld me I w a s
t he o nly girl he eve r
loved ."

BE ARD NIGHT
16
In hono r of St. Po t's mo le
or fem a le wit h b e a rd-w in a
bog o f fr ies _ G reen beard ·
w in a br e a kfa st .
6 p. m . fa 9 p .m.
'When Irish eyes e re smi ling .
it makes our e ye s smile .. too.
Who' reolly make s

29

LIARS NIGHT

23

~!~~~ having

WH ISTlER 'S NIGHT
Wol f w histl e· w in a bog o f
fr ies _ Whis tl e Dixie-w in a
b urge r . 6 p .m , to 9 p .m .
" No ma iler where you
w onder . no ma tt e r where
you roo m . Mc Don ald 's
fri en d ly ser vice , will make
you feel at home ."
IMITATOR NIGHT

30

Imi ta te a movie sto r· win a
bog 0 1 Ides . In itat e on an im ol·win a bu rger . Imi tOfe a
laugh ing hyena . win a
"Though ot her s have tried
b reakfa st. 6 p , m . to 9 p _m .
to they jus t ca n't compar e . "Wh en I begin to da ydrea m
McDono ld 's fine
o f burge rs and gr e at fr ies .
restau rants . ha ve th e ir own Mc Dona ld's G o lden Arches .
speCi a l fl a ir,"
appe a r be fo re my eyes:'
So·So Fib ·win a bu rger !
Cl assic Fib-w in a Br ea kfa st.
6 p . m . to 9 p _m .

y~:~'~~~~~~:~, :~::o~:"

Dove : "I wouldn 't touch it if
you did. "
12
13
Noami Key. "You think so
Marga ret (O a k Meodow 's
much of yo u r old golf game
.
lomous chef ):that you don 't even
"How did you find that
h
steak . mo 'm?"
rememb~O;"i:;::we were

BUBBLEGUM NIGHT
' " bubb le· wi n a bog a.
frie s. 3" bu bble· wi n a
burge r _ 5" b ubble -wi n a
b rea kf a st . 6 p .m . to 9 p .m .
"Wh en a la ddie meets a
lassie , comin ' thr u th e rye .
He 's ass ured to w in he r
hea rt . wi th a McDona ld'!.
hot apple pie:'

3'
BUBBL EGUM NIGHT
I" bubble · win a bog of
fries . 3" bubble·win a
bu rger . 5" bubb le· win a
breakfast. 6 p . m . to 9 p .m .
"We'd love 10 !.erve you the
McDona ld 's way beca use
'You deserve a break
today! "

HULA HOOP N IG HT

~~;::.:~noo bbuar~:}. f~~ensi~ ~

bre~i~~::~ .. ~ :.::~:i~ ; .m.

T~~; gOO~~ ~v~:~r;~ rlr~~

I

' he

po rodf~i~~~;~et

"I~~~~= it~ ;es~r~::~~~_i.~g

Ter~.ys~r~~d~:~eh~ms~o~OI1 .

Sir ·~~r~~~~s oOnn~00u~· 1:7t·the

greens !"

at mine ."

BIRTH DAY PA RTI ES

CLOS E OUT SPECI A L

McDon a ld 's b irthday cokes
a va il a ble 'or home porties _

plu s ta x .

3.

RHEA SADDLE CLUB PIE SUPPER

March 20th a t 7:00 p.m. in Lecoma. ,
MAGIC INCENTIVE,S

t~r~t;~~no~:::n:e:~:~ ~::r

38¢

Ne~bu/9~~e;~~0;~~0I:~.~::~hm5~orch

1

Cus to m Woodwo rk Dis pla y, March 12 , from 1-3 p .m . in

Orvil le Reeve!.· .. Cer toin ly,

w hil e su p pl y last s.
No limi t.

March

MOONLIG HT AND MAGNOLIA CO TlLlION - March 5.
OZARK IAN BAK E-OFF an d BLUEGRASS JAMBOREE ·
March 6 , WHIT E lIGHTNIN ' RUN ·Morch 7.
20TH ANNUAL CHICKEN BENEFIT DINNER
Presen ted by Lambda Ch i, March 28 . 11 ,7 p .m .. S3 .00
adult . $2 .50 ch ild ren . At fr at e rni ty house , co rry.ou t
pro vided . A ll proceeds to go to Cereb ra l Pa lsy School
a nd Ro ll o Stat e Sc hool for t he Menta l Re torded · No _ 3.

Lo rry Brown (Central

~~llm~n:~;;o:it~e~~e:/~';I~~'

We ca ter to all ages .
No 'uss! No muss! Ca ll us!
341 ·2 180. a sk for manag er .

TO THE OZARKS Sa lutin g Fo r t Leonard Wood ·

Fe de ra l Savings & l oon} :

"March is th e month of

Colo ri ng
Cal e nda rs

Production Cr.dlt Association.
PUBLIC RADIO KUMR PRESENTS A TRIBUTE

27

f!:Y'

:;;e~~:n.

SECRETARIES CORNER
Nex t meeting Ma rch 9 . a t the Jam estown Res tau ra n t.
Ft . Wood Sp ur . St . Robert . Mo . at 6:30 . Spea ker w ill b e
Barba ra Pet rovic . CP S. "Eff e ctivene ss 'IS , Efficiency ,"
For furthe r info rmat ion call Kore n Matlock ~1·--4 197 o r
Lo uise Ham ilton 368·3161 .
SECRETARY OF THE MONTH
BRENDA MESPLAY Secreta r y at Farmer' s

a ll h is

26

!.ho t sliced a cross the fa ir·
y
JO;i:

to

l:~~do ~~E!:~~g~: ~~~: ~r~~~;,:::d~:~:II~~~;1!;:,:~,~~~i:y~:;~::~:

m uch?"
Arch ie : "Two pints ."

tOf ;~;~~::I I:~tonitg:to~~~
25

2.

seve-~~~n~j~;J:ed . Call 364·2525 to

p l;.~.e :o~ ~~:. t~~II~~~g~~~l~onation

THETA TAU OMEGA CASINO NIGHT

''What better desser ts to
Betty fran z: "Oh . quite
ligh t up thei r ~yes:
three wis hes ,
accidental ly . I moved that
Billy Key· ··Of course I do .
~he n ~ou ' ve ha ~ a d
e a t at Mc Donald 's.
piece of potato and there it
my dear : it was the da y I
o y. I on ou r sun a es
di rt y d ish es ! "
was . underneath ."
sank that th irty.foot pull ."
p
_ _ _0_n_d .:....:;e_
' ·_·· _ _-;-:;+-_=====:----:-'8.+---:::::---:-_-::---:-:-;:c-;-;;;t_--::s ';-.-;P::
A";,C;
'S-;P::
" -;;
R"
=DE;:--:;-;;l
SHILLelAGH NIGH T 17
GA RTER N IGH T
"Dear l ynn ." sa id Rick 19
20
In honor of St . Pa rs
In hono r of St . Pot's
Weaver. Tm getting
lO UI se Magg I "Let's tal k
A nyon e (mole o r female )
G ort er on a rm· wi n a bog o' 'orgetful. I remember pro ·
abo ut you for a while ."
w ith shi ll e lagh. win a bog of fries _ G orter on thigh·win a
posing to you lost nigh t.
Ron : "Yes , De a r:' Lo uise :
fries _ Sh ill el agh with "made
burg er. Gr.een hair and
but I forget whether you
·Well. th en , w hat does a
in Ja pan " s ticker-wi n a
ga rter . wi n a brea kf a st.
said 'yes ' or 'no ':'
yo ung man li ke yo u see in
b reakf ast . 6 p .m . to 9 p .m .
6 p .m. to 9 p .m .
"Dea r Rick ." rep lied Lynn
a g irl like me?"
"SI. Po t's Para d e the great
"St . Pot's Boo rd events all Waggoner . "So g la d to hea r RoolnoMI~DMon' Dolod~,~I:o!"llowoi:~ .bre
Iris h d a y , a fterw o rd s ce le .
week long are a treat ,
from you , I knew I sa id no
...
brot e Ihe McDo nald 's w oy_"

Hom e for the
ma ke a
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The outlook for next
season, as already mentioned, does appear to be
very good for the Lady
Miners. We can hope that the
team reaIizes their potential
but for now nothing else can
be said (or written) .

Intramural Basketball
Championship
Games Tonight

Leonardo Lucas were both
named as Honorable Mentions.

QU,,-UTY IN THE BAG
WIN upm
'

RONAlD McDONALD '"
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St. Pat', Parade a light to behold
Plealur. to watch for the young and old

in practice and an intense
player in the games. "
Cannon did, indeed, have
an exceptional season. He
not only led the Miners in
points per game, but was
also the high scorer in 16
games. He led the team in
shooting percentage with a
51.S percent mark, as well.
Two other Miners were
named to the all-MIAA
team. Curtis Gibson and

Witb
what can
be
described as a relatively
acceptable season behind
her, Coach Schulte is now
undertaking the chores of
preparation for the 1982-83
basketball
season.
Recruiting efforts will be at
the forefront until the end of
the school year, with
scheduling, new uniform
orders and the like occupying any remaining time.

SECRETARIES
Righ t answer wins a
breakfast .
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2-Bet h Coch ra n
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Sig n/ Slone
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Mar . 23- Jo k Yosmeh
Pisces/ Aq ua marine
Mar . 28·MortyWeinboum
Aries / Aq uamarine
Mar , 30·Kim Fotka
Arie~ Aquamarine
Mar . 31- Debro Gel!.t
Aries Aq uam a rine
FOR GRADE SCHOOL A ND JUNIOR HIGH
Wh y does a steam loco motive like to si t down?

Answef _ _ _ _ _ _ Answe",- = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
Nome' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Na me _
Fill OUI and g iv e to ma nager .
Fill o ut and give to manager . Win a bog of fries .
One w inning entry per month .
(One winner per person per month _)
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leu. Wol Mort Sells tor Len· Wol 'Mar' Sells for len. Wol Mort Sells for leH • Wol Mor' Sells for

WALiMART

l4US •

1982

Wol Mort Sells tor len. Wol Mo rl Sells for len • Wol Morl Sells tor less· Wo l Mort S. II ,

Hwy. 63 S. ONLY Rolla
Open 9 AM - 9 PM
Prices good thru Sat., March 6
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Short Sleeve
Knit Shirts

-Polyester I cotton
blends -Front and
back yoke -6 snap
front -2 snap flap
pockets -Assorted
prints & plaids -Sizes
S-M-L-XL -Reg. 12.96

-Various styles
& colors in terry &
interlock,
including button
plackets and V
neck models
-Sizes S-M-L-XL
-Reg. 9.86
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Rustler Jeans
-I 00 % cotton
-Five pocket western
jeans -Blue denim
-Boot cut -Waist
sizes 28-42 -Reg.
11.88

Mennen
Speed Stick

speed
stick

-Reg., herbal, spice
& lime -2 .5 oz.
-Limit 2
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Colgate
Toothpaste
-7 ounce tube -Limit 2

C
Aided
Aided
Iechnolllgj

-50 / 50
Polyester I cotton
-Raglan sleeve
-White or grey
bady with contrasting
color stripe in body,
color sleeve and neck
trim -Sizes S-M-L-XL
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Lew's Rods
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-lew's Tournament Gold "TG" fiberglass speed stick rods -High quality -Features Fuji diamond· polished
oxide hard spee~ ring guides and Lew/Fuji handle components -Choose from TG4156/156 -Reg. 24.96
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WAl·MART ' S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLIC Y- II IS our Intenllon to h8ve every adver1sed Irem In
stock, however , " due 10 any unforeseen reason , an advertised Ilem IS nol aV811abie l or purchase , WaJ· Mart
wllI ,ssue 8 Ram Check on reQues!. lor the merchandIse 10 be purchased allhe sale price whenever available , or
WIll sell you a similar Item al8 comP81able reductIOn In pnce We reserve the right to limit Quanlltles

WAI.iMART
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